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Deadline looms for city stickers Education
building
named for
Alexander

By BRANDI WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
Murray City Hall was packed with drivers
Wednesday afternoon to beat the June 1 deadline for
city stickers.
City Clerk Sarah Duncan said the office generally
sells the bulk of the city stickers issued the last two
days before the deadline.
Last year, the office sold 7,800 stickers. Stickers
for passenger vehicles are $35; trucks greater the 1 1/2
tons costs $40. Stickers for motorcycles are $10.
The revenue goes into the city's general fund which
goes to pay for things such as police and fire protection.
"It also pays for street lamps and fire hydrants,"
Duncan said. "People don't think about that."
Law enforcement officials say they are going to
crack down on violation of the city sticker ordinance
this year.
"We are going to be looking for them come
(today)," said Police Chief John Knight."We are serious about strict enforcement of this ordinance."
Knight said officers will be setting up road blocks
and scouting parking lots for people in violation.
"Anywhere we can find them in public, we will be
checking them," Knight said.
Knight said failure to buy a sticker and improper
placement will result in a $50 fine.
Stickers are required for all residents who live
within the city limits of Murray. They must also purchase a sticker for every vehicle they own.
Residents who live outside the city limits, but work
within, must purchase a city sticker for every vehicle
driven to work.
Duncan said if a person is caught without a sticker after June 1 will face a 10 percent increase when
the sticker is purchased. Those who wait until July I.
will face a 100 percent increase.
Knight said there are two exceptions to the city
sticker ordinance: disabled veterans, and drivers who
hold a medal of honor.
Both Knight and Duncan said Murray State
University students are not exempt.

By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Wrder

BERNARD KANE Ledger & Times Photo

LINE OF THE TIMES ... City Hall was fairly crowded as some people made a dash to pay for
their new city stickers. Bernice Crawford (extreme left, seated) handled overflow from the
clerk's office.
"College students who do not live here permanently and who do not have a job do not have to have one,"
Knight said."If they take a job, even it it is working a
few hours a night,(they) have to have one."

Duncan said even campus employment requires a
city sticker.
Stickers can be purchased at the city clerk's office
in city hall at 207 S. 5th Street.

Soap Box Derby gets
in gear for weekend

SCOTT NANNFY Ledger & Times Photo

EATING OUT ... This Lone Oak fan snacks on nachos during the regional baseball game at Reagan Field yesterday.

By BRANDI WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
The Soap Box 'Derby is drawing near and
74 kids are preparing for the rides of their
lives.
Pete Lancaster, co-chairman of the Soap
Box Derby project, said planning for this
year's derby is going along like clockwork.
"Last year we depended a great deal on the
people in Bowling Green. This year, we know
what we are doing."
Lancaster said they know what they are
doing so well that the derby planning staff has
become an example for how derbies should
be organized.
"We have organizations out of
Owensboro. Ky., Cape Girardeau, Mo., and
Little Rock, Ark., that are going to be here
this weekend to see how we do it and are
going to host races next year," Lancaster said.
Lancaster said the soap box derby. so far,
has 74 entries. The winners from the stock
and the superstock races will travel on to
Akron, Ohio to compete in the International
Soap Box Derby held in late July.

"They go all expenses paid to Akron,"
Lancaster said. "We'll have pretty good representation there."
Lancaster said last year at Akron, the
group did well as soon as they arrived. He
said when a group is found in good shape by
the judges, according to the maintenance of
the car and how well the rules are followed,
they are given VIP designation.
"Usually you don't receive this until midweek." Lancaster said. "We got ours after
first inspection."
Lancaster said the races are not just for
kids, but adults in the oil can races Friday
night. Entries for adult oil can races will not
be taken until the show begins, that way anyone can participate.
"That race is pretty laid back," Lancaster
said. "We encourage anyone to go down that
hill if they want to."
The derby symbolizes the start of summer
activities for Murray.
"This is a huge kick off for Freedom Fest,"
said Judy Gargus, festival director. "The

See Page 2

Murray State University President Dr. Kern
Alexander may be retiring, but his name will live on at
the university.
MSU's Board of Regents voted Wednesday to name
the university's new education complex, currently under
construction on North 16th Street, "Alexander Hall" in
honor of the retiring president, who is scheduled to step
down June 30.
"The naming of this building is really a very small
honor compared to the difference Kern has made in the
institution and in higher education statewide," said Sid
Easley, board of regents chair. "I'm glad we were able to
allow him to do that."
As Alexander shook hands and shared hugs with the
regents following the meeting, however, no replacement
for him has been found yet.
"Dr. Alexander has raised the bar very high, to the
point that we're being very deliberate about what we do,"
Easley said. "It's going to be very hard to replace him."
After interviewing eight candidates in Nashville earlier this month, Easley said the board has still not narrowed the field down to a list of finalists or set up any
timetable to have a new president in place.
"That's just a number that we interviewed, and we'll
probably interview more," Easley said. "We have had a
number of applications that have come in since that time,
and there are a number of applications that we're seeking. I don't know when we'll interview people again."
Alexander has the title of president emeritus at the
university and will continue to serve as MSU president
until a replacement can be found.
In the meantime, the university will continue to operate as it riormally does, as evidenced by the board's passing of the 2001-02 budget and a six-year capital plan for
2002 through 2008.
The new $105,340,035 budget is an $8.532,528
increase over the 2000-01 budget. Key revenue items in
the new budget include an actual increase of $1,829,800
in ongoing general operations; a $47$.500 general fund
appropriation for the school of agriculture's diagnostic
laboratory; a tuition revenue increase of $2,422,000; and
$13 million from the state for phase II construction of a
new science building.
Alexander said one source of revenue that will be new
to the university in 2001-02 is $1.659000 in Action
Agenda funding from the state. Alexander said those
funds would be primarily toward retention and recruitment efforts.
While the funding is still primarily handed out categorically, Alexander said he and other university presidents in Kentucky will continue to try and shift the funding to less specific areas.
"Next time, we'll probably argue against categorical
funding being set aside because it takes out of our base
funding," Alexander said. "Of course, if the state will
only give us categorical funding, we'll take it."
The board had voted earlier in the year to make
employee salaries a priority in the budget, and an overall
increase of $2.7 million was dedicated to a 5 percent pool
for raises. The 5 percent will be broken down into 2 percent for satisfactory performance and 3 percent for merit.
When faculty promotions, staff reclassifications and

•See Page 2

Grant learned lesson attacking Calloway County fort
By BERRY CRAIG
For The Associated Press
NEW CONCORD,Ky.(AP)— When
Gen. Ulysses S. Grant attacked Fort Henry,
Tenn., in 1862, he had Fort Heiman, Ky.. in
mind, according to Dr. Bill Mulligan., a
Murray State University historian.
In 1861, long-range cannons shooting
across the Mississippi River from blufftops
at Columbus, Ky.. pounded Grant's troops
at the battle of Belmont, Mo., Mulligan
explained.
"Based on that experience, Grant did not
want Fort Heiman completed before he
moved up the Tennessee and Cumberland
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rivers against Forts Henry and Donelson.The battle of Fort Henry is in most Civil
War books, though most of the Rebel
citadel has disappeared under Kentucky
Lake. Fort Heiman, on the opposite shore.
is all but forgotten. But most of that
Southern bastion still clings to the.wooded
crest of a remote Calloway County hill near
New Concord.
Mulligan is a member of Friends of Fort
Heiman, a group of western Kentuckians
who hope the earthen battlements will
become part of the national park system.
"We think this site is a very important
part of our region's history and should be

The fort and its outer defenses -- rifle
pits, trenches and other works known as
redans and redoubts — are remarkably well
preserved, Mulligan said.
"Fort Heiman is a good example of how,
if you really leave something alone, it can
last a long time."
Fort Heiman was to have replaced the
poorly situated Fort Henry. which the
Rebels built to check a Yankee invasion up
the Tennessee River. But the Confederates
didn't start work on Fort Heiman until after
both sides invaded previously neutral
+Kentucky+ in September, 1861.

Fort Henry squatted on flat bottomland
next to the flood-prone Tennessee.
Mulligan said that after Gen. Lloyd
Tilghman of Paducah took command, he
issued a report in which he "wondered,
very diplomatically, who the idiot was who
built the fort on a flood plain. Tilghman
then looked enviously across the river to
the high ground. It was the logical place to
defend the river."
Col. Adolphus Heiman. a Tennessean,
directed construction on the fort that would
bear his name.
"The fact that the Confederates had
started to work on the fort was not good
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news for U.S. Grant,- Mulligan said."He
decided to attack Fort Henry before Fort
Heiman could be finished. He had learned
a hard lesson at Columbus and Belmont."
Grant 's army-navy expedition captured
Fort Henry after a brief battle on Feb. 6.
1862. The Yankees seized incomplete Fort
Heiman bloodlessly.
On Feb. 16. 1862. Grant took nearby
Fort Donelson, now a national military
park, on the Cumberland River at Dover.
Tenn. Afterward, the Civil War moved
southward. Even so, rear area Union troops
finished Fort Heiman and occupied it offand-on for the rest of the war.
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State's &police fighting crime on computers
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — When
Kentucky State Police were called last
month to investigate a bomb threat that was
e-mailed at Murray State University, one
detective starting pounding away at the
computer keys.
Detective Howard Logue, a member of
the agency's computer crime unit, was able
to determine which computer the threat
came from and what time it was mailed.
Once the computer was located, Detective
Shawn Ramage tracked down witnesses
who said they saw Seamus Coffey, the suspect charged in the case, at the computer.
Ramage said he couldn't have arrested

Coffey so quickly without the help of the 2- outs from Michael Carneal's computer but
year-old computer crime unit.
left behind the computer itself, which might
At a time when computer crime is on the have answered the lingering question of
rise nationwide and when computers contin- whether he was part of a conspiracy. By the
ue to show their value even with low-tech time they returned to confiscate the computcrimes like murder and drug trafficking, er, Cameal's sister had erased files that may
Kentucky State Police are turning to their have held clues.
electronic crime unit for key computer eviThe electronic crime unit was formed
dence.
early in 1999 as computers became more
Capt. Rick Yetter, the unit commander, 'accessible and began playing a greater role
said the goal is to prevent the type of prob- in crimes.
lems that arose during the investigation of
Earlier this month, the electronic crime
the shooting more than three years ago at unit analyzed a home computer used to
Heath High School near Paducah.
forge prescriptions for the painkiller
McCracken County officers seized print- OxyContin, which has been blamed in at

least 59 deaths in eastern Kentucky. The
investigation led to the arrest of seven people.
But the bulk of the unit's work is in
Internet child pornography cases. The unit's
first child pornography case involved a former Ballard County elementary school principal, Rodney Steele, who is now serving a
five-year sentence.

mined child pornography.
In Kentucky, few local departments have
expertise in computer crime.
Jefferson County Police have had a new
unit since January. It grew out of an investigation of adults soliciting children over the
Internet, said Detective Jim Huber, one of
two members of the unit.
In Lexington, police are receiving training in the workings of computer networks,
Detective Sam Durham said he received and at some point in the future they will get
a tip from a detective in New York who had. training in analyzing computer data. For
been conversing with Steele. State Police now, they must send computers out to be
acting on a search warrant, seized Steele's examined or hire a private contractor for the
computer and found evidence he had trans- work.

Police Logs Study says
tax burden
grown
since 1979
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Murray Police Department
Rabies Clinic Notice
• Tommy Wagner, 57, 1105
•
The
Calloway
County
Power Outage Notice
Veterinary Medical Association Riverwood Road, Murray, was
• An outage is planned at the and Calloway County Health taken to the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Wednesday folWest Kentucky Rural Electric Center will sponsor their annual lowing a motorcycle
accident on
Cooperative Corp. Coldwater rabies clinic in June. Cost is $5 Highway 641 in front of the WalSubstation Saturday, June 2, to per animal, and Kentucky law Mart Supercenter. Wagner was
install new switches on TVA's requires all dogs to be vaccinat- southbound on North 12 Street,
69,000 volt line. It is scheduled to ed against rabies.
approaching the stop light at
begin at 12:01 a.m. and run The schedule is: June 6— Highway 641 and Highway 121,
approximately three hours.
Kirksey Methodist Church (9-11 when he lost control of his 1985
The areas affected are Hwy. 121 a.m.). Lynn Grove Grawford's Yamaha motorcycle. Wagner laid
the motorcycle on its right side and
from Flood Road southeast of Shell (2-4 p.m.), Health Dept.
skidded approximately 45 feet
Mayfield to and including Stella 701 Olive St. (7-8 p.m.); June
before coming to a stop.
in Calloway County, Graves- 7—Hazel Community Center (9- Firefighters from the Murray Fire
Calloway County Line Road, 11 a.m.), Almo Fire Station (2-4 Department
helped
stabilize
Browns Grove, Lynn Grove, Tri p.m.), Health Dept. (7-8 p.m.); Wagner at the scene and cleaned
City, Hwy. 94 between Lynn June 8—New Concord Church of up leaking gas from the motorcyGrove and Tri City, Gob o and Christ (9-11 a.m.), Take Me Back cle. Wagner was treated and
released at MCCH for a mild conFarmington.
Café (2-4 p.m.).
cussion.
CCMS SBDM Council
— Information gathered from
Street Closure Notice
Notice
reports, logs and Citations
• North 16th Street will be closed • Calloway County Middle
from respective agencies.
from 7 a.m., Friday until 6 p.m., School's School-Based Decision
Saturday for all thru traffic from Making Council will meet on the
Olive Street north to Chestnut following dates and times: Today
Street.
(1 p.m.); June 4 (noon); June 6
The closing is for the 2nd Annual (10 a.m.); June 7(10 a.m.).
Rotary Club Soap Box Derby The meetings will be held in the
that will take place at the North school's media center, and all
16th Street location.
interested persons are invited.
WASHINGTON
Congressman
Ed
Whitfield
announced Wednesday that the U.S.
Department of Labor's toll-free hotline to provide information on the
Energy Employees Occupational
Illness Compensation Program
IP s.
(EEOICPA)is now available to help
affected workers and their families.
the toll-free number is (866)
888-3322. Department of Labor perpie
sonnel will take calls frOm approxiLove,
mately 7:15 a.m. until 3:45 p.m. cenGranny, Papa, Aunt Sandra & Uncle Bob
tral time Monday-Friday.
Affected past and present workers, spouses and/or survivors can
learn more information about the
claims process and can request an
application form by calling the hotline.
The department had previously
Sponsored By:
EVENING
announced that the hotline would be
Pick 3:
MIDDAY
in operation beginning May 31, but
8-8-4
Pick 3:
the line actually opened Tuesday.
4:
Pick
5-9-6
Whitfield said Labor Department
7-3-5-9
Pick 4:
officials also confirmed a tentative
Lotto:
0-3-6-3
date of June 20 for opening the
6-9-12-18-23-26
Paducah area resource center.
The following are upcoming
meetings and notices:

Labor Dept.
hotline
announced

Leslieanne,
We will be cheering you on to
the finish line.
GOOD LUCK!
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WASHINGTON (AP) — While
the share of overall federal taxes
paid by the wealthiest Americans
has ballooned in the past two
decades, the income of that richest
group has grown even faster, a study
by the Congressional Budget Office
shows.
The'report by Congress' nonpartisan fiscal analyst said that from
1979 to 1997, the portion of all federal taxes that are paid by the bestoff 1 percent of households has
grown from 15.5 percent to 23 percent.
That means their share of total
taxes grew by 48 percent over the
period.
During the same time, the average after-tax income of that wealthiest 1 percent swelled from $263,700
to $677,900 — a 157 percent
increase that dwarfs the income
growth of households making less
money.
The lowest-earning one-fifth of
Americans saw their average aftertax income drop from $10,900 to
$10,800 during the period, the study
showed.

•Education

BERNARD KANE(Ledger & Times Photo

SOAP BOX PROCLAMATION ... Murray Mayor Freed Curd (left)
is presented a Murray Rotary Club Soap Box Derby shirt from
derby co-chair Pete Lancaster. June 1-2 were proclamed Soap
Box Derby Days in Murray by Mayor Curd.

• Soap Box ...
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derby is a good kick off because it
brings a lot of people into the community."
Freedom Fest doesn't just begin
for Fourth of July weekend. Gargus
said
the
Murray
Tourism
Commission has planned activities
to last most of the summer.
"We have activities going on for
about two months," Gargus said.
This year, along with the tradi-

tional Freedom Fest events, the
group has planned a Beauty Pageant,
a co-ed softball tournament and an
antique show.
She said the final event will be
United Way Make a Difference Day
held July 31.
"It is fun to be able to coordinate
and organize events for people to
participate in," Gargus said.

that would still require state assistance, but not with funding from the
general fund or road fund. That list
consists of $75,170,000 in projects.
which include everything from dormitory renovations to the construction of a new equine center.
In other business, the board:
•Passed a new policy concerning
how faculty regents are sworn in.
Incoming faculty regent Terry Strieter
will be sworn in June 4 this year,
since that is when the three-year
term of current faculty regent Jim
Rudolph will expire. The faculty
regent after Strieter will be sworn in
July 1, however, in order to line up
with the swearing in of the new student regent, which always occurs
July 1.
• Presented resolutions of appreciation to Rudolph and outgoing student regent Michael Thome. Thorne
will be replaced by Nikki Key.
• Heard an update on MSU's
Commonwealth Honor's Academy, a
summer learning program offered to
high school juniors with ACT scores
of 25 or above and GPAs of 3.5 or
greater. Seventy-two students from
Kentucky, Tennessee, Illinois and
Missouri are expected to arrive on
campus June 16.
• Named Janice Thompson as
chief information officer; David
Devoss as director of public safety;
Roger Schoenfeldt as chair of the
department of management, marketing and business administration;
Janice Hooks as chair of the depart-

ment of early childhood and elementary education; Thomas Holcomb as
chair of the department of educational leadership and counseling; Ken
Wolfe as chair of the department of
history; Stephen Cox as interim chair
of the department of organization
communication; Phil Sparks as interim director of the center for telecommunications management; Marty
Jacobs as interim chair of the department of adolescent, career and special education; Jim Rudolph as director of the school of agriculture; and
W.A. Franklin as director of the
Teacher Quality Institute.
•Approved a change to the accrual rate of vacation days for MSU
staff. Under the new rate, a staff
member with one to four years of
service would accrue 10 vacation
days per year; five to 10 years, 15
days; 11 to 14 years, 17 days; and
15-plus years, 20 days.
•Approved the addition of a major
in professional writing and a master
of professional accountancy. The
board also voted to drop 19 programs earmarked by the Kentucky
Council
on
Postsecondary
Education as unproductive. Some of
the courses will be merged in with
others.
• Voted to raise the application
fee for students from $20 to $25. The
fee is waived if a student is deemed
unable to pay it.
• Voted to accept a gift of
$60,896.29 from
the
Racer
Foundation.

•

From Page 1
other salary adjustments are factored
in, the average raise jumps to 6 percent. Alexander said the 5 percent
average was already one of the highest salary
increases among
Kentucky universities.
"We spread the most money out
of one of the least appropriations in
the state," he said.
The 2002-08 capital plan compiles the university's construction
priorities in a list that is submitted to
the state for funding consideration.
For projects involving the state's
general fund (cash/bonds) or road
fund, MSU has a total budget
request of $218,408,000.
Its top five priorities on that list
are the $13 million for the new science project; $15 million to construct a new recreation/wellness
center; $22 million to construct a
new agriculture technology telecommunication center: $12 to construct
a regional postsecondary education
center in Henderson; and $12.5 million to construct a new Breathitt
Veterinary Center on the university's
new Hopkinsville campus.
"As most legislative sessions go,
we can't expect to get any more than
one or two of these," Alexander
said. "If we could get two, we'd feel
like we'd had a very successful
year."
MSU also has a list of projects
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U.S. still trying to hunt accused Saudi terrorist
WASHINGTON (AP) — He's been giving the last remaining superpower fits for
almost a decade. Three years ago,the United
States fired more than 70 sea-launched
Tomahawk cruise missiles at his hideaway
in Afghanistan. He survived.
The Bush administration is conducting a
policy review to find a way to capture
Osama bin Laden, the elusive Saudi exile
who has declared all U.S. citizens legitimate
targets of his followers.
The State Department is offering a
reward of up to $5 million for information
leading to bin Laden's capture.
While hailing the convictions this week
of four of bin Laden's cohorts in New York,

Goodyear,
Ford announce
replacement
plan for tires
DETROIT (AP) — Drivers
affected by Ford Motor Co.'s recall
of 13 million Firestone Wilderness
AT tires can get free replacements at
more than 5,000 Goodyear dealers.
the automaker and tire compam,
announced Wednesday.
In a joint statement. Goodyear
said it would also make replacement
tires available at Ford and Mercury
dealerships. The Akron, Ohio-based
company said increased shipments
began last week.
Goodyear also said it had
increased production at seven North
American manufacturing plants.
The automaker is still in negotiations with Continental and Michelin
for replacement tires, said spokeswoman Della DiPietro.
"Our goal is to get as many tires
as quickly as possible into the hands
of our customers," DiPietro said.
On May 22, Ford announced it
would recall 13 million Firestone
Wilderness AT tires. Its analysis suggested the tires failed at a higher rate
than tires produced by other companies.
The move came a day after
Bridgestone/Firestone broke off its
95-year relationship with Ford.
The two companies have been at
odds since last August's recall of 6.5
million Firestone tires the federal
government said could be linked to
at least 174 deaths and over 700
injuries.
Many of the recalled tires were
installed as original equipment on
Ford Explorer sport utility vehicles
In some cases, after the tread separated from the tires, the Ford vehicles rolled over.
Ford has maintained the tire was
solely at fault while the tire company believes both the tire and vehicle
played roles in the accidents.
„

Tax-cut checks
to be mailed by
summer's end
WASHINGTON (AP) — Let the
mailbox vigil begin. Millions of tax
cut checks should be arriving by the
end of summer, if not sooner.
Treasury Secretary Paul O'Neill
said Wednesday he'll do everything
he can to speed delivery of the
checks — up to $300 for individual
taxpayers and a.maximum $600 for
couples — in the government's first
mass tax refund in a quarter century.
Congress authorized the rebates
in the $1.35 trillion, 10-year tax-cut
package approved last weekend. As
it now stands, most of the estimated
95 million taxpayers eligiblF for
rebate checks probably will see them
in their mailboxes in September.

Adkins named
Ashland
Community
College president
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Gregory D. Adkins was appointed
president of Ashland Community
College by Michael B. McCall, pres
ident of the Kentucky Community
and Technical College System.
Adkins, who is the president of
Jefferson College in Missouri, will
begin at ACC on July I. KCTCS
said in a statement released
Wednesday. Adkins will also serve
as chief executive officer of the
Ashland Community and Technical
College District, which includes
ACC and Ashland Technical
College.
Adkins succeeds Carl Barnett,
who has served as interim president
since Angeline Dvorak resigned the
post last year.
Adkins has also served as past
president of Bluefield State College
in West Virginia and Southern West
Virginia Community College.

U.S. officials and private analysts acknowledge that a long and difficult road lies ahead
before victory can be proclaimed.
State Department spokesman Philip
Recker said Wednesday the United States
remains "committed to seeing justice done."
"Mr. bin Laden should be delivered to a
country where he can be brought to justice,"
Reeker said. He said strict U.N. sanctions
against the Islamic Taliban regime, which
controls Afghanistan and considers bin
Laden a persecuted holy warrior, demonstrates the global opposition to sheltering
him.
U.S.

officials

acknowledged

that

Pakistan, a Cold War ally and Afghanistan's 1998 that killed 228 people.
Yet as for bin Laden, Cannistraro said,
eastern neighbor, has been an obstacle to
fulfilling U.S. policy goals, to capture bin "We don't have him on the run. He's still
Laden. They said Pakistan continues to sup- able to do about one major operation a
ply weapons to the Taliban in defiance of a year.U.N. Security Council resolution.
Vincent Cannistraro, a former chief of
A U.S. official who follows terrorism
counterterrorism operations for the CIA, said the convictions marked a breakthrough
called the convictions in a New York court a but added the threat has not abated.
modest victory but said there are "hundreds
Hours after the convictions were
and hundreds more like them who will take announced, the State Department urged
overseas Americans to maintain high vigitheir place."
On Tuesday, a Manhattan federal court lance and to increase their security awarejury convicted the four allies of bin Laden ness.
for their roles in the bombings of U.S.
The statement was a reaffirmation of a
embassies in Kenya and Tanzania in August warning issued three weeks ago, after the

trial began.
The CIA would not comment on the verdict but said testimony on bin Laden last
February by CIA Director George Tenet
remains valid..
At the time, Tenet said bin Laden had
declared all U.S. citizens legitimate targets
of attack and demonstrated a capability to
plan "multiple attacks with little or no warning."
Nevertheless, the Taliban vowed
Wednesday never to hand over bin Laden.
"He is a great holy warrior of Islam and a
great benefactor of the Afghan people," said
Abdul Anan Himat, a senior official at the
Taliban information ministry.

Friday & Saturday Only!
ePndale
1 \it
ejl

500ff
50% off women's apparel
•Entire Stock pants and related separates by Briggs'
•Entire Stock Cabin Creek' skirts and capris
•Entire Stock Miss Erika' knit tees
•Entire Stock junior shorts from Arizona Jean Co.'
•Entire Stock 2-pc. knit sets from Kavio'
•Selected dresses for misses, petites and women
•Career collections from Sag Harbor'
•Selectedellections by Alfred Dunner" and Teddi'

50% off accessories
•Entire Stock Playtex° 18-Hour Bra collection

FA'THER'S DAY SALE
PREVIEW STARTS FRIDAY!

off
2540%
Dockers sportswear for men
25%
off
Jockey' & Gold Toe'

500ff
50% off for the home
•Entire Stock Simply Elegant Egyptian
cotton bath towels and bath mats

underwear & socks for men

Stock
Entire
• Men's sport shirts on sale

•Entire Stock Beach towels
•Entire Stock made-to-measure blinds,
shades and draperies
•Entire Stock Atlantie luggage

• Arizona jeans & shorts for men

Lowest

•American Touristee briefcases
•American Tourister" Spectrum luggage

Prices of the Season!

50% ofir men's

Haggar' suits, sportcoats, trousers
& sportswear for men

•Entire Stock men's swimwear

•Entire Stock sunglasses Excluding Ray Bate
Entire Stock Summer Essentials tote

•Entire Stock Evan Picone" and white handbags

HOME SALE

•Entire Stock Arizona cotton panty collection

LAST 2 DAYS - FRI. & SAT.!

•

•Great selection of sleepwear and robes
•Pyramid of Beauty color kit
•Slides & thong footwear from women's accessories

50% off chikfreres
•Selected boys' and girls' tees
•Selected newborn sleepers and Arizona

Save on Entire Stock
Comforters, Sheets, Pillows, Towels
Window Coverings and Luggage

Extra 10% off
All Sale Priced Luggage
All Sale Priced Window Coverings

newborn separates
•Selected Hot Wheels'

•Entire Stock Stafford' silk blend sportcoats
•Entire Stock St. John's Bay* cargo pants
•Entire Stock St. John's Bay* print pique polo
•Great selection of sport shirts and dress shirts

50% off Young men's
•Entire Stock young men's swimwear
•Entire Stock Arizona pleated and flat front shorts
•Fashion bottoms for young men
•Entire Stock Simply for Sports jersey tees & shorts

Plus Extra spectacular savings throughout the store!

25-50% off

it's all inside:

Entire Stock Swimwear & Coverups

already sale-priced 20-60% Off

for misses, women and juniors

Excludes Value Red dents

Buy 2 bras, get 2free!

25-50% off

From Olga®, Vanity Fair",
Warner's', Bali® and more

Shorts and Tees
for the entire family

One tree bra at point of sale and one through rnail.fn rebate. See Safes Associate for details.

Entire Stock Clearance Footwear
for the Family

40% off
Huge Selection of Sandals
for the entire family

off
10%
Extra
Entire Stock Fine Jewelry,

II stores IIIIIcata log

E.COM

3040% off

Orig. Prices

onchnal
mcesee newly pnces which may not have resulted m actual sates Intermediate martu:Sowns may have been fatten on
Side moss Aware 8/1.6,2X,1 teases otarvase noted Percentages off rE[Aliar pnoes and ongral prices as shown Rogues and Oncynal
Value Right rnerchand.se Mem handfse selectton may vary from one JCPenney store to another
pnces Reductions on onginal pnces ettectwe until stock is depleted Any event desognated as a - sate" excludes

CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTER •(270) 759-1400
Store Hours: Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m.-9 p.m.• Sun. 1-6 p.m.
Salon Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-8 p.m.; Sat. 9 a.m.-6 p.m.; Sun. 1-5 p.m.
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AP News Analysis
By DARLENE SUPERVILLE
AP Writer

Moderates could benefit from Jeffords' departure
WASHINGTON (AP) — Sen.
James Jeffords' departure from the
Republican Party raises questions
about whether other moderates will
try to strengthen their hand during
negotiations over
President Bush's
agenda.
Republicans
in Congress and
the White House
will
certainly
keep closer tabs
on the group,
since they don't
want anyone else
Jeffords following
the
Vermont senator
out the door.
"They (the moderates) probably
had not anticipated that his leaving

the party would radicall!atchet up
their value," said Ronal(Walters, a
University of Maryland rlitical science professor.
Given the close partynargins in
the House and Senate.American
University's David Lblin said
moderates always had "t1 complete
power to grind the Repelican juggernaut to a halt."
Jeffords' decision haslriven that
home, he said.
"Republicans are sil a very
large minority, but they on't want
to get any smaller," LIMP said. The
Senate soon goes from aeven split
to 50 Democrats, 49 Ppublicans
and Jeffords, who will an independent but caucus with the
Democrats.
Some moderate lawrikers rec-

ognized air opportunity.
"A very loud wake-up call," was
how Sen. Arlen Specter, R-Pa.,
described Jeffords' departure. "If we
want to maintain our status as a
national party, we're going to have
to accommodate."
Sen. John McCain, R-Ariz., said
it was time for the GOP to "grow
up" and be responsive to "members
who occasionally dissent from party
orthodoxy."
"Those views have to be represented as well as accommodated,"
Sen. Olympia Snowe, R-Maine, a
close colleague of Jeffords, said
Friday on ABC's "Good Morning
America."
Sen. Don Nickles of Oklahoma,
the
second-ranking
Senate's
Republican, aid the message to be

learned from Jeffords is that conservatives like himself must listen better to the moderates.
White House officials maintained
that Bush already tries to work with
everyone.
"The circumstances of Senator
Jeffords were unique," White House
spokesman An Fleischer said. "It
was part of the senator's history, his
independence.
"The president is going to continue to work progressively with moderates to get his agenda through
Congress," Fleischer said.
Each party counts more than a
dozen moderate senators. Party
leaders have a mixed reaction to
them. They're happy to have them
aboard, but wish they would cooperate more in clashes where the parties

are trying to define their differences. because Jeffords is expected to vote
It's rare the moderates vote as a as he has throughout his 26-year
bloc. They're usually loyal to their career — with either party, dependparties, but each has an agenda ing on the issue.
influenced by a particular issue,
"The votes in the Senate are not
their home state's political tilt and going to be any different now with
re-election politics.
Jeffords as an independent," agreed
Some Democrats said Jeffords' Eric Davis, a political science proswitch has made governing from the fessor at Middlebury College in
center necessary.
Vermont.
'It'll obviously highlight the
The difference now is that the
power
centrists,
that
both Democrats will decide which bills
Republicans and Democrats, will reach the Senate floor.
have," said Matthew Frankel of the
Even so, the Senate will still be
Democratic Leadership Council, an .closely divided, and the threat of a
of
moderate filibuster requires the other party to
organization
Democrats.
get at least 60 votes to stop debate.
Bruce Buchanan, a government
Nickles noted that Republicans
professor at the University of Texas, will still have a check on Democrats
said support for the Bush agatida — "a friend and ally in the White
should remain basically unchanged House who has a veto pen."

AP News Analysis
By PHILIP BRASHER
AP Farm Writer

Democratic takeover in
Senate could shift, speed
farm policy debate
WASHINGTON AP) - The Democratic takeover
of the Senate could speed an overhaul of federal farm
programs and shift more money into conservation payments to farmers and ranchers who adopt environmentally friendly practices.
The change in power makes South Dakotan Tom
Daschle the majority leader and may put Iowan Tom
Harkin in charge of the Senate Agriculture Committee.
They are two of Congress' most vocal critics of the
1996 "Freedom to Farm" law that loosened govern)0 NO NO.
ment
controls on farmers and lowered price supports.
YOU
TEST
WEVALL
"This
obviously has major implications," said Sen.
AN KEEP TESTi&K, Yo4.)
Kent Conrad, D-N.D.. who will become Budget
viTIL L-JE GET"
Committee chairman. "It Means we will have a more
farmer-friendly policy and that movement on rewriting
3 A 'c_'
the farm bill will be dramatically speeded up."
Harkin. talking to Iowa reporters last week, promised "significant changes" in farm policy and said
"conservation is going to be an integral part of,the new
farm bill."
Harkin wants the government to pay farmers as
much as S50,000 a year for conservation practices that
include controlling runoff that fouls lakes and streams,
improving wildlife habitat and restoring wetlands.
AIX YOU'RE GOIN6 TO HAVE TO ADD
He also has criticized the fixed annual farm payMORE TO Nis sFAMR-tecoNNECrtoNS'POT ,,15
ments that are guaranteed under the 1996 law, supported federal incentives for crop-based fuel additives such
as ethanol and pushed for more stringent food-safety
measures.
Harkin's conservation program was endorsed earlier
this week by two influential farm groups, the National
Corn Growers Association and the American Soybean
Dear Editor.
ents, c., with their respective duties, etc„ until retire- Association.
Murray needs a new school superintendent and ment,7ansfer or promotion allows more combining.
"That risk we took" in backing Harkin's proposal
Calloway. a personnel director.
Kep the two school boards until legal niceties are "suddenly doesn't look as risky," said Bruce Knight, a
RN combining the two small systems. accepting finish' then tie it neatly. Agree on an ombudsman for lobbyist for the corn group:
Callow
superintendent and Murray's personnel quickettlement of disputes.
The 1996 farm law doesn't expire until next year,
director. giving both a 15 percent pay raise and dividing
Pa:raises: tax efficiency; better future.
and Senate Republicans weren't planning to rewrite it
the remainder Of the two salaries among the staff,.
Don Hellkamp before then. But some farm-state Democrats in the
attempting equalization, real progress will follow.
Murray, Ky. Senate want to overhaul it this year, as House
LetR e both athletic directors, assistant superintendRepublicans already are moving to do. House

From

Readers

Agriculture Committee Chairman Larry Combest, RTexas, said he hopes to have anew bill ready by the
August congressional recess.
Harkin may try to step up the Senate's pace, but
regional divisions always make it difficult for lawmakers to agree pn farm policy, said Tom Buis, a lobbyist
for the National Farmers Union.
Farms in the South, for example, tend to be relatively large and oppose payment caps that have backing in
the Midwest. Producers in the West and East who have
traditionally had little government support, such as
apple growers, now want some.
"The regional differences will still be there," said
Buis. -How quickly we overcome those will determine
how quickly a farm bill is put together and how successful the program will be."
It's even less clear whether the Democratic takeover
will have any impact on dairy policy, say lobbyists and
lawmakers. If anything, the power shift precipitated by
Vermont Sen. James Jeffords' defection from the GOP
may have further muddied what is likely to be a long
and bitter debate.
A dairy price support system in New England that
Jeffords has tried to preserve will expire this fall unless
Congress renews it.
There are proposals, opposed by lawmakers from
dairy-rich states in the Midwest and West, to expand
the New England "compact" throughout the Northeast
and create another for the South.
Sen. Patrick Leahy, D-Vt., could become chairman
of the Judiciary Committee, which has jurisdiction over
dairy compacts.;The panel also holds sway over
President Bush's judicial nominations, giving Leahy an
enormous source of leverage with Republicans.
But the Senate's staunchest opponent of compacts,
Wisconsin Democrat Herb Kohl, will become chairman
of the agricultural appropriations subcommittee.
"This is a place where Democrats are fighting
Democrats and Republicans are fighting Republicans
and one region is fighting another," said Conrad.

Who'll fill vacancy on TVA board?
Nashville, many Tennessee leaders
believe a Tennessean should succeed him. TVA is based in
known some time ago hat they
Knoxville, and its board sets power
would make that slection,"
rates and makes all major policy
Thompson said, accordix to The
decisions.
•
entinel's
Knoxville
News
In the past, senators from the utilWashington bureau. "Thr wanted
ity's seven-state region
especialto consult with us and geour_input ly
those from Tennessee, Mississippi
. That process will connue."
arid Kentucky — have shown the
Thompson, Frist ai White most interest and influence in conHouse officials all declint.to name. vincing the president to choose their
any candidates under dcussion, recommended candidate for a TVA
and there has been no annocement board vacancy.
about when a decision miu come.
But this year is unusual in that
There are at least four andidates four prominent elected Republicans
with backing from Tenessee's in Tennessee — the governor and
three -U.S. House members —
elected officials.
Because Crowell ; from backed different candidates before

AP News Analysis
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Speculation is wilding over who
might he appointed to fill the vacancy on the Tennessee Valley
Authority board of directors.
White House officials are said to
he considering several candidates
from Tennessee.
-Yet. Tennessee Sens. Fred
-Thompson and Bill Frist. both
Republicans, said they offered no
recommendations when White
House officials consulted them on
the vacancy left by retiring TVA
Chairman Craven Crowell..
"The White House made it

mi
L
0

RHO

Frist and Thompson publicly dis• State Rep. Keith Westmoreland
cussed a favorite.
of Kingsport, a former county execFrist and Thompson still have not utive; favorite of U.S. Rep. Bill
discussed a favorite.
Jenkins of Rogersville.
The candidates identified so far
TVA's two current board memare:
bers, Glenn McCullough Jr. and
• Justin Wilson, top policy advis- Skila Harric, were approved as a
er to Tennessee Gov. Don pair at a time when Democrats ran
Sundquist;
recommended
by the White House and Republicans
Sundquist.
controlled the Senate.
• Former State Sen. Bud Gilbert
McCullough won the backing of
of Knoxville, an attorney; backed by Mississippi's two senators, includU.S. Rep. John J. Duncan Jr. of ing Trent Lott, Senate majority
Knoxville.
leader at the time. Harris had
• J. Wayne Cropp of Hixson, a worked for former Vice President Al
former Hamilton County air pollu- Gore and his wife, Tipper, and had
tion control director; supported by their support for former President
U.S. Rep. Zach Wamp of Clinton's nomination.
Chattanooga.
. The Southern Alliance for Clean

0_
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Energy in Knoxville, an environmental group that monitors TVA
power operations, is not endorsing
any board candidates. Spokesman
Stephen Smith said only the group is
familiar with environmental work
by Gilbert and Wilson and considers
them "knowledgeable and qualified" for TVA duties.
TVA, a self-financing agency
created in 1933 as part of Franklin
D. Roosevelt's New Deal to
improve the economy of the
Tennessee Valley, provides electricity to nearly 8 million .people in
Tennessee, Kentucky, Virginia,
North Carolina, Georgia, Alabama
and Mississippi.
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Murray High competes
at foreign language festival

Deaths
William Michael Jones
William Michael Jones, 46, Murray, died Wednesday. May 30, 2001, at
9:25 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. His death followed an illness.
Born April 10, 1955, in Chicago, Ill., he was the son of the late Raymond Jones and Thelma Pearl Joiner Jones.
Survivors include one sister, Mrs. Janice Traniello and husband, Lucio,
Murray; four brothers, Charles Jones and wife, Sarah, Shepherdsville,
Robert Jones and wife, Christina, Illinois, and Steven Jones and wife,
Vicky, and Joseph Jones, all of Murray.
A memorial service will be scheduled at a later date.
Miller Funeral Home of Murray is in charge of arrangements, but no
services or visitation are scheduled.

J.C. Walker
J.C. Walker, 76, Nash Drive, Murray, former resident on St. Rt. 94
East, Murray, died today, Thursday. May 31, 2001, at 7:03 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A retired construction worker and farmer, he was a member of Sugar
Creek Baptist Church. He was a veteran of World War II.
He was married Aug. 18, 1945, to the former Thelma A. Di1day who
died Dec. 8, 1994. Born Jan. 1, 1925, in Calloway County, he was the son
of the late Loyd Walker and Lela Colson Walker.
Survivors include -one daughter, Mrs. Kaye Nanney and husband,
Bobby Joe, Almo; three sons, Jerry Don Walker and fiancee, Pam
Oglesby, Mike Walker and wife, Christi, and Terry Walker and wife,
Christy, one sister, Miss Denola Walker, and a sister-in-law, Mrs. Anna
Mary Ragsdale, all of Murray; six grandchildren; six great-grandchildren;
one step great-grandchild.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

John W.Yow
The funeral for John W. Yow will be today at 1 p.m. in the chapel of
Collier Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. James Stom will officiate. Burial
will follow in Lakeview Cemetery, Benton.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Mr. Yow,82, Norsworthy Road, Kirksey, died Monday, May 28, 2001,
at 7:45 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
Retired from General Motors, he was a member of Owens Chapel Baptist Church. He was the son of the late George Washington Yow and Cora
Story Yow. Four sisters and one brother also preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Marion Vickers Yow; three daughters,
Mrs. Vickie Barlow and husband, Robert, Grand Rivers, Mrs. Nancy Bond
and husband, George, Whittier, Calif., and Mrs. Dortha Cathey and husband, L.D., Murray; seven grandchildren; one great-grandchild.

SHERRY McCLAIN/MSU Photo

UNIVERSITY HONOR...Dr. Danny Clairborne, left, chair of the
department of industrial and engineering technology at Murray
State University, presents John Eric McKee, right, of Murray
the Outstanding Senior in Industrial and Engineering technology Award at the university's annual Honors Day program. He
is the son of John and Janay McKee. A May 2001 cum laude
graduate, McKee majored in manufacturing engineering technology.

State to begin crackdown
on houseboat dumping

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) State wildlife officials will begin
enforcing laws prohibiting houseboat owners from dumping raw
sewage into Kentucky lakes and rivers.
Dumping sewage has been illegal for the past decade, but the state
agency that had enforcement responsibility did not have the authority to board and inspect boats for
was not wearing a seat belt. A pasdischarges unless officers observed
senger, who was restrained, sur- another infraction.
vived.
As a result, there was no check
Clinton and his wife, Sen. Hilon houseboat sewage disposal. "Nolary Clinton, flew to Little Rock and
body wants to be the potty police,"
went directly to Sen. Clinton's
said Steve Riggs, a flotilla commother's home.
mander with the U.S. Coast Guard
Auxiliary,
which is trying to inClinton said he and Paul David
Leopoulos lived two blocks from crease awareness of houseboat seweach other while growing up in Hot age regulations.
Anyone found releasing sewage
Springs and kept in close touch
from
boats into Kentucky waterwhile he was president, at times
meeting at his mother-in-law's ways can be fined from $15 to $100
for a first offense. The maximum
house in Little Rock.
penalty is $500 for repeat offenders.
A funeral for the teen-age girl
Dennis Martin, owner of Walnut
was scheduled for Thursday.
Creek Marina on Barren River
Clinton was in London on Tues- Lake, said most houseboat owners
day when his spokeswoman, Julia realize that clean water is an imporPayne, announced that he had can- tant asset and are taking steps to
celed a trip to Japan to return for the comply with the no-dumping rule.
funeral.
"Everybody knew it was coming, so
it wasn't a shock," he said.
For years. the Kentucky Division

Clinton returns
to Ark.for first time
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. (AP)
Bill Clinton returned to Arkansas on
Wednesday for the first time since
leaving the White House to be with
a childhood friend whose teen-age
daughter died in a traffic accident.
Thea Leopoulos died on Memorial Day when she was thrown from
the car she was driving on Interstate
630 in Little Rock. Clinton and the
girl's father have been friends since
they were 9 years old in Hot
Springs.
"We were always just really
close and kept in touch over the
years," Clinton said, standing in his
mother-in-law's front yard.
"I knew Thea from the time she
was born ... she was a wonderful
child," he said.
Police said Thea's car flipped
several times, and the 17-year-old
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of Water and the Department for
Health Services have posted advisories warning swimmers to avoid
portions of the upper Cumberland
River, the North Fork of the Kentucky River and the Licking River
because of high levels of fecal coliforni bacteria.
Conservation officers from the
state Department of Fish & Wildlife
Resources, which took over the duties of the former state Water Patrol,
will be responsible for enforcement
of the dumping ban. Unlike the Water Patrol, Fish and Wildlife officers
have the authority to conduct spontaneous boat inspections.

LEXINGTON, Ky. - Students
from Murray High School recently
competed in French and Spanish at
the State Foreign Language Festival
May 12 at the University of Kentucky.
Placing among the top 10 in
French were: Oral Proficiency,
Level I, Shanna Gibson, second;
Level II, Sara Rashid, first; Level
Ill, Elizabeth Miller, fourth; Level
IV, Rhea Flanery, seventh; and
Level V, Irene Lee, first, and Mitch
Woods,third;
Recitation, Level II, Stephanie
Woods, fourth; Level III, Megan
Schell, fifth; Level IV, Jenny Davenport, fourth; Level V. Rebekah
Travis, third, and Angela Rowlett,
fourth.
Extemporaneous Prose Reading,
Level I, Haley Hart, fourth; Level
II, Allyson Zimmerman, sixth;
Level IV, Steven Prince, sixth; and
Level V, Irene Lee, second, and Julie Gibbs, third.
Listening Proficiency, Level-III,
Natalie Kipphut, 10th; Grammar,
Vocabulary and Culture, Level
Sean Clemson, 10th; Level IV,
Nancy Tam, eighth; Construction
Model, Elizabeth Leggett, Sara
Rashid and Stephanie Woods, second.
Frameable Art Watercolor, Desiree Quast, fifth; Realia Individual,
Kyle Dean, first; Realia Video,
Chris Byers, Amber Voorhies,
Steve Coe and Gina Pfannerstill,
first; Costumes, Traditional,
Amanda Taylor, first;
French Chorus, Elizabeth Miller,

Angela Rowlett, Heather Blalock,
Laura Darnell, Gina Pfannerstill,
Stephanie Woods, Susan Hart, Angela Oliver, Maggie Sasso, Megan
Haverstock, Rebekah Travis, Mitch
Woods and Mike Garvin, first;
French Drama Dialogue, Mitch
Woods and Irene Lee, second;
French Drama Group, Justin Smith,
Reid Johnson, Steven Prince, Nancy
Tarn, Rebekah Travis, Sean Clemson and David Lee, first.
Murray High also won the
French Sweepstakes Trophy at the
State Foreign Language Festival.
Murray High students placing in
the top 10 in Spanish were: Recitation of a Literary Passage, Level III,
Greg Vonnahme, sixth; Level IV,
Erika Trenholm, fifth; Level V.
Sarah Quertermous, first;
Oral Proficiency, Level 11 Philip
Montgomery, fourth; Level III,
Anna Scott, second; Level V. Constance Carter, third; Sarah Quertermous, fifth; Extemporaneous Prose,
Reading Level I, Stephanie Finc!...
fifth; Level IV, Carl Najdek, second;
Listening Proficiency, Level IV,
Michael Montgomery, ninth; Level
V. Matt Sparks, sixth; Grammar,
Culture, Vocabulary, Level I, Nina
Fischer, sixth; Brett Brown, eighth;
Video, James Williams, sixth; Realia, Elizabeth Johnson, fourth;
Group Drama,Carl Najdek, Matt
Sparks, Constance Carter, Michael
Montgomery, Bryan Hughes, Erika
Trenholm and Sarah Quertermous,
first; Drama Dialogue, Marshall
Welch and Emily Runnels, second.

••••••••••••••••••••••••

Attend the

2nd Annual
2001 AU American Soap Box Derby
•

Saturday. June 2, 2001

•••••••••••••••••••••••••

1510 Chestnut Street • Murray KY 42071
(270) 759 3663

Support
Local
Merchants

Bring this coupon in and get
a Boulder's Vanilla Custard Cone
for only WO.
I Sorry, only one coupon per customer a visit.

SALE • SALE • SALE • SALE
MURRAY SUPPLY'S CLEARANCE SHOWROOM
Located next to Murray Supply
• FIRST COME • FIRST SERVE • CASH & CARRY •

THIS FRI.& SAT.9 A.M.-4 P.M.
NO EARLY SALES PLEASE

Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 9 AM
Company

MOST OUTSTANDING SENIOR - CCH5
AUSTIN WEBB

Price

DEattrik

A(XJA GLAss

METAL & FIBERGLASS
ELECTRICAL BOXES

WHIRLpo
oLs

rAucIETS

AT COST

'Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in this
stock
unc - price unchanged

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3366

Available
Upon Request

Aiy cOST
& BELOW

Chg.

10594.11+21.47
Dos Jones Ind. Avg.
Air Products
46:72 + 0.70
AOL Time Warner 51.65 + 0.55
AT&T
20.79 + 0.18
Bell South..
40.30 + 0.05
Briggs & Stratton
42.67 - 0.39
Bristol Myers Squibb 53.91 - 0.98
Caterpillar
54.01 + 0.61
Daimler Chrysler
45.55 - 0.20
Dean Foods
40.29 + 0.33
Exxon-Mobil
88.74 - 0.13
Ford Motor
24.45 - 0.15
General Electric
49.10 + 0.08
General Motors
56.25 + 0.14
GlaxoSmithKline ADR -54.53 + 0.13
Goodrich
41.80 + 0.09
Goodyear
28.92 + 0.04
HopFed Banks
12.33 B 12.35 A
IBM
113.21 + 0.56
Ingersoll Rand
48.50 + 0.45
Intel
27.14 + 0.54
Kroger
24.74 - 0.02
Lucent Tech
8.08 - 0.06
Mattel
17.86 + 0.07
McDonalds
30.51 - 0.18
Merck
72.20 - 0.74
Microsoft
68.96 - 0.23
J.C. Penney
21.06 + 0.16
PfiAr, Inc.
42.49 - 0.71
Quaker Oats
95.93 - 0.67
Schering-Plough
41.55 + 0.21
Sears
40.04 + 0.06
Texaco
70.60 - 0.60
Union Planters
40.72 0.11
US Bancorp
22.05 - 0.05
UST
28.90 - 0.02
Wal-Mart,
51.63 + 0.16
Woridcom Inc.
17.69 + 0.15

Additional
Information
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BELOW

SHOWER
DOORS

CEILING
FANS

MEDICINE
CABINETS

LIGHTING FIXTURES INDOOR & OUTDOOR
UP TO

80°A)

OFF

BATHROOM VANITIES
PAIN.

$A00
1"

PER GALLON

MARBLE VANITY
TOPS

PILLOWBLOCKS
DECORATIVE
WALL PLATES

COMMODES

AMERICAN STANDARD Tub/Shower, Bathroom & Lay. Faucets
** ***** * * $15
each
"

Give your home a new
look with our sale items
marked as low as

80% OFF.
Come see us Fri. & Sat.!
Many items below cost!

* *** * ****

IllUglAY
SUPPLY COMPANY
Your Hardware E lee trKol arta Piurnieng Protesvonah

Inc.

206 East Main St.-0 753-3361
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JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
The fifth annual Shannon Hill Charity Golf Tournament will
be Sunday at the Futures Golf Course, Puryear, Tenn. Sponsored by WFGE 103.7 Froggy FM, the cost of the tournament
will be $40 per person and includes green fee, cart and dinner.
Proceeds will benefit the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation. Donnie
Tinsley, chairperson, said "we need everyone to help by donating funds and actively participating to help to find a cure for
cystic fibrosis, the number one genetic killer of children and
young adults in this country.
Tht tournament is named in memory of Shannon Hill who
died in 1997 with CF. To register contact Tinsley at 759-4495,
Kerry Oakley at 759-9695, or entries can be e-Mailed to johndeer@apex.net.

Couples Bridge Saturday
Couples Bridge will be Saturday at 7:30 p.m. at Oaks Country
Club. This is open to all membeerof the club. Hosts will be Jo kt
Anne and Tom Auer, phone 759-0386.

'Blessing of the Fleet' Saturday
Belinda Green and Marty Barnett

Brandi Peal and C ri.slophe r Haynes

Green and Barnett Peal-Haynes wedding
wedding is June 16 vows to be June 16
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Green of Benton announce the engagement
and forthcoming marriage of their daughter. Belinda Green. to Marty
Barnett. son of Faye Barnett and the late Hoyt Bartlett of Clinton.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Gracie Tucker and Tommy
and. Virginia Tucker of Hardin and of Dorothy Green and the late
Cecil Green of Aurora.
The groom-elect is the grandson of the late Jim and Ethel Hooper of Clinton and of James C. and Lilly Barnett of Hickman.
Miss Green. a 1995 graduate of Marshall County High School and
a 20011 graduate of Kentucky Tech Nursing Program. will he attending Paducah Community College in the fall. She is employed by
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Mr. Barnett is a 1988 graduate of Hickman County High School
and a 1995 graduate of Paducah Community College. He is employed
by MurrayCalloway County Hospital Ambulance Service. Murray.
The wedding ceremony will he Saturday. June 16. 2001. at 6 p.m.
at Hardin Baptist Church. Hardin.
A reception will follow at Oaks Country Club. Murray.
All relatives and friends are invited to the wedding and the reception.

HERBALIFE INDEPENDENT DISTRIBUTOR
JERRY W. AND MICHELLE JONES
740 HWY. 140 W • PERVEAR,TN 38251

731-247-3337
I

Vatural. Doctor Recommended, Money Rack Guarantee
For Products wmw.health-e-me.net
or
Business Opportunity %%ww.moneymakerdot.eom
_
_

I

Mr. and Mrs. Donnie Peal of Benton announce the engagement and
forthcoming marriage of their daughter. Brandi Lynn Peal, to Christopher G. Haynes, son of Sally Laslie of Hardin and Charles Haynes
of Spring Hill. Tenn.
Miss Peal is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Peal of
Hazel and of Mrs. Billie Kennedy of Plainview, Texas.
The bride-elect is a 1998 graduate of Christian Fellowship ,High
School and a student at Mid-Continent College. She is currently
employed at Kiddie Korner Learning Center. Benton.
Mr. Haynes is a 1998 graduate of Marshall County High School.
He is currently employed by Heartland Ministries Radio.
The wedding vows will be exchanged on Saturday. June 16, 2001.
at I p.m. at Christian Fellowship Church, Briensburg.
\ reception will follow the ceremony.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.

Western

Waterland

V. ill hold its 26th annual Arts &

Sept. I. 2 and
3 at the Fenton activities area in
Land Bemeen the Lakes, off U.S.
Highwa 68/80 across the Eggil-

crafts Festival on

Cr'•

Ferry

Bridge

on

Kentucky

Lake.

The three-day festival will feature exhibitors from around the
country. There will he demonstra-

of hand crafted items such as woodcrafts. quilts,
(IriL.d flower arrangements. custom
tions and displays

TERM
180-364
Days
10 Months

ANNUAL
PERCENTAGE
YIELD

MINIMUM
DEPOSIT

MONDAY: Monday Madness All Day Express Cut
TUESDAY: Men's Day Express Cut/Shampoo . . .
WEDNESDAY: Senior Citizens
THURSDAY: Kids Kuts (12 yrs. & under)

,4;
q!AWGyrk
P14

$10
.....S12
Save 15%
$8.00

Cutting Edge

2500

4.32% $2500

20 Months

4.32%

$1000

30 Months

4.32%

$1000

-./
.••••••

Substantial penalty for early withdrawal. These annual percentage
yields are effective May 30, 2001.

AREABanke
Member FDIC
Main Office. 5th & Main • North Banking Center 12th & Chestnut
South Banking Center 12th & Story • Kroger Banking Cent•
•
Hazel 405 Main St . Hazel.

The annual Rogers reunion will be Saturday from 11 a.m. to 3
p.m. at Lynn Grove United Methodist Church, located off Highway
94 West on Highway 893 North. A potluck meal will be served at
noon. For information call 435-4392, 753-5364 or 759-3656.

Almo Class of 1951 plans reunion
Almo High School Class of 1951 will have its 50-year reunion
on June 23 at Murray State University Curris Center. Invitations
have been sent. Any one who did not receive an invitation or for
information call Theda Farris at 759-1987.

Reading registration being held

Team tryouts for the Murray Youth Swim team will be May 31
and June 1 at the pool at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Health and Wellness Center. Youth may come at 3:30 or 4:30 p.m.
each day for the tryouts. Those coming for 'tryouts are asked to
enter through 'the rear entrance. For information call 759-2207.

CCHS Tennis event planned
Calloway County High School Tennis Banquet will be Friday.
June 1,, at 6:30 p.m. at The Brass Lantern in Aurora.

TVA/LBL reunion Saturday
The first reunion of all former employees of Tennessee Valley
ley
Authority/Land Between the Lakes will be Saturday at 4 p.m. at
the Fenton picnic shelter off U.S. Highway 68 near the Kentucky
Lake bridge. A potluck meal will be served, according to Barbara
J. Futrell. For more information call 1-270-522-6851.

Golden Pond reunion June 9
The annual Golden Pond Area Schools Reunion will be Saturday. June 9, at 10 a.m. at the Fenton pavilion off U.S. Highway
68 near Eggner's Ferry bridge. A potluck picnic will be spread
about noon. Former faculty members and students of all the area
schools are invited, according to Wendell Wallace, phone 1-270-522- ,
6721.

Butler reunion on June 10
Friends and family of the late Will and Linnie Mae Crick Butler will have a reunion on Sunday. June 10, at 10 a.m. at Kenlake
State Resort Park Pavilion. Finger food and desserts will be served
at about 12:30 p.m.

Softball tournament planned

iiii.11.01111W
Ite"

United Way of Murray-Calloway County will have its annual
softball tournament on Saturday, June 9, at 9 a.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Park. each team is limited to 15 players and an
entry fee of $100 will be received. T-shirts will be presented to the
first and second place teams and the winning team will receive a
travel trophy. Any business or organization interested in entering the
tournament should contact Peggy Billington at 753-0317.

Current band.members,
alumni band members,
band boosters,friends and.the
general public are invited to a _la rewell reception
in honor of

Class of 1971 plans reunion

Murray High SchootBand Director

-

Rogers reunion June 2

..ira
kj60
41
1.4
1..11

616 N. 12th St.• Murray • 270-759-3343
EDGE

3.25%

Hazel Alumni Association will have its 54th annual reunion dinner on June 16 at Calloway County High School with Bracie Lee
Knight, a 1951 graduate and retired educator, as speaker. Reservations at $13 each should be made with Anne Barrow, 2087 State
Line Rd. East, Hazel, KY 42049. For information call Charles Tidwell, president, at 7853-5308.

Swim Team tryouts scheduled

clothing, American Indian art, folk
art, jewelry, ceramics, baskets and
much more.
Spaces are still available for
crafters. This is not a juried show.
but all items sold must he handmade.
KWW is a non-profit organization which promotes tourism
throughout the . 15 western-most
counties of Kentucky. For more
information contact KWW at 1-270928-4411.

CURRENT
SWMMERSPEC/NS
INVESTMENT RATES

Hazel Alumni event June 16

Registration for the 2001 Summer Reading Program at the Calloway County Public Library started Tuesday. The dates will be
June 18 and 25 and July 9 and 16. There is no charge for the program. Registration may be in person or call the library at 753-2288.

KVVW Arts & Crafts
Festival scheduled
Kentucky's

The 10th annual "Blessing of the Fleet" will be Saturday from
1 to 3 p.m. on Kentucky Lake near Kentucky Dam, just outside
Lighthouse Landing (KY Lake Sales), Grand Rivers. Boats participating will pass anchored headquarters boat with religious representatives on board to bless your vessel. Boats may monitor Channel 71. For information call Martel Wightman at 1-270-362-4884.

John Stroube
Sunday, June 3, 200_1
2:00p.m. to 4:00 p.m.
at Carter Administration Building
208 South 13th Street
After fl years as.Murray;Band Director,
"ohn willpursue his doctorate degree at the
'University ofSouthern Mississippi.

Calloway County High School' Class of 1971 will have its 30year reunion on Saturday, June 30. Invitations have been sent to
class members. If you are a class member and have not received
your invitation or know of a fellow classmate that has not received
an invitation, call Terry Broach at 753-6022 or Gary Raspberry at
436-5557. Also anyone interested in assisting with the reunion call
Broach or Raspberry.

SUMMER HOURS
Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Closed Sunday
Ilwy. 641 N.
Nlorray
751-1725

Phone: 767-BANK
mom
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Eastwood Academy
releases honor rolls
Jerry Conley, pnncipal of Eastwood Chnstian Academy, has released
the honor rolls for the fourth nine weeks and second semester as follows:
NINE WEEKS
12th grade, Sara Buchanan; 11th grade, Michele Overbey, all As,
Andrew Cutini; 10th grade, Sherry Pruitt; 8th grade, Jamie Stewart;
7th grade, Erik Ramsey, all As, Elizabeth Wilson;
4th grade, Kallie Linzy; 3rd grade, Hannah Drapinski, all As; 1st
grade, Aaron Cook, Nickolaus Copeland, Jessi Harrell, Victoria Verberg and Acronia Wulff.
SEMESTER
12th grade, Sara Buchanan, all As, Clint Stewart; 11th grade,
Michele Overbey, all As, Andrew Cutini; 10th grade, Sherry Pruitt;
9th grade, Nuithia Snyder/Duo; 7th grade, Erik Ramsey, all As, Elizabeth Wilson;
4th grade, Kallie Linzy; 3rd grade, Hannah Drapinski, all As,
Thomas Wilson, Katrina Wulff; 1st grade, Aaron Cook, Nickolaus
Copeland, Joshua Hardie, Jessi Harrell, Victoria Verberg and Acronia
Wulff.

ACCESS Christian
Singles plan event
Erika Johnson and Jay Mehta

Kori Moynahan and Travis Torsak

Moynahan and Torsak Johnson and Mehta
wedding to be June 30 engagement announced
, Mr. and Mrs. Patrick Moynahan of Erlanger announce the approaching marriage of their daughter, Kori Allyson Moynahan, to Travis
Glenn Torsak, son of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Torsak of Murray.
Miss Moynahan is the granddaughter of Mrs. Alberta Moynahan
and the late James Moynahan and of Mrs. Leone Bondurant and the
late William H. Bondurant of Fulton.
Mr. Torsak is the grandson of the late Alice Alford of New Concord, the late Carl Grizzard of Indian Mound, Tenn., and Kenny and
Becky Tallman of Las Vegas, Nev.
The bride-elect is a graduate of Dixie Heights High School, Erlanger,
and earned a bachelor's degree in education from Murray State University. She is currently teaching second grade in Covington.
The groom-elect is a graduate of Calloway County High School
and attended Murray State University. He is currently employed as an
account executive by IBM in Tempe, Ariz.
The couple will be married Saturday, June 30, 2001, at 3 p.m. at
Poplar Spring Baptist Church, Murray.
A reception will follow at the Murray Country Club.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.
Following the wedding the couple will reside in. Chandler, Ariz.

Dennis L. and Renay M. Johnson of Murray announce the engagement of their daughter, Erika Anne Johnson, to Jay Jitendra Mehta,
son of Jitendra and Mita Mehta of Forest Hills, N.Y.
Miss Johnson is the granddaughter of H. Robert Raymor and the
late Louise Raymor of Hart. Mich., and of the late Fay A. and Violet M. Johnson of Grand Rapids, Mich.
Mr. Mehta is the grandson of Hareshdrai and Lila Mehta of Mumbai, India, and Khushalchand and Narmada Mehta of Jamnager, India.
The bride-elect, a 1996 graduate of Murray High School, is a 2001
graduate of Murray State University with a bachelor's degree in music
education. She is a member of Alpha Omicron Pi sorority.
In the fall of 2001 she will be employed as a music specialist by
The Kew Forrest School of Forrest Hills, N.Y.
The groom-elect will graduate in December 2001 from The Stern
School of business of New York University with a bachelor's degree
in marketing and finance. He is a member of Zeta Psi fraternity.
The wedding is being planned for Saturday. Jan. 5, 2002.

ACCESS Christian Singles will sponsor-a "Second Saturday" event
on June 9. Interested singles are invited to meet at Buclthorn Bay
Public Use area near Moor's Camp and Marina on Kentucky Lake
for a day of fishing and hiking and boat rides.
There will be a pontoon available for boat rides.
Participants are asked to contribute about $6 per adult to cover
cost of hot dogs, burgers, etc., for an afternoon picnic. Fishing gear
will be available for kids who want to go fishing.
The site has a pavilion so the event will be held rain or shine.
To get Bucldiorn Bay Public Use Area go to the Draffenville/Aurora
exit on the Purchase Parkway, take U.S. 62 East, go 3.8 miles, and
look for the Moore's Marine and Campground sign and Wyatt Farms
Greenhouse on your left. Turn left and go five miles and find the
Buckhorn Bay sign.
ACCESs Christian Singles is an interdenominational ministry of, by
and for singles. Its purpose is to provide opportunities for Christian
fellowship among area single adults. For more information call 1-270442-7755 or 1-270-362-4853.

CELLTOUCH,inc.
vv.ruw wireless

One for Mom,
One for Me.

1000
Nights & Weekends
Included for the

Dixieland Shopping Center
(Behind Hardees on Chestnut St.)

767-9111

ATTEND THE SOAPBOX
DERBY THIS SATURDAY

Call us to compare!

length of the
contract!

GET A
DIGITAL
PHONE
FOR JUST

Hook up your home phone service!
No contract!
No credit check!
No deposit!

$39.95

plus

tax

Some restrictions may apply Cellular service subject to credit check and approval
Fee will be charged for early termination of contract. Other restrictions may apply Expires 5/31/01

CELEBRATE

DAY
NO TOBACCO
WORLDThursday,
May 31st
Quit SmokingAridm
20 Minutes Later:
Your pulse rate and blood pressure drop to the levels they were before you started smoking.

10 1-1colurs Later:
The levels of oxygen and carbon dioxide in your blood return to normal.

3 lCoa s Later:
Your lung capacity begins to increase.

4 -Years Later:
You will reduce your risk of heart attack to that of a nonsmoker.

10 -Years Later:
You will reduce your chances of dying of lung cancer of that of a nonsmoker.

"Give Yourself a Break"

0100404064
For more information on Quit Smoking classes in your area call 1-888-245-3902
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Track prepares for state

AP

LIFTOFF „Barry Bonds kept up his record home run pace
on Wednesday night, blasting two dingers in the Giants' 43 loss to the Arizona Diamondbacks.

Red-hot Bonds
blasts two more
By The Associated Press
Barry Bonds would gladly trade
'home runs for wins.
-Bonds became the most prolific left-handed home run hitter in
NL history Wednesday night, connecting twice for the San Francisco Giants in a 4-3 loss to the
Arizona Diamondbacks.
With 522 homers, Bonds moved
past Hall of Famers Ted Williams
and Willie NicCovey into I I th
place on baseball's career list.
Bonds shook hands with McCoyey. who was sitting in the front
row at Pacific Bell Park, after hitting his major league-leading 28th
homer.
"It's a great honor to be able
to have that accomplishment,"
Bonds said. "But we're in the
business of trying to get back in
the postseason." •
The Giants have lost five of
six games. Arizona has won six
in a row.
"It's really' hard when you're
not winning games right now."
Bonds said. "You're losing onerun games, or you're not being
ahle to score in opportunities you
would have normally done in the
past
In other NL games, Chicago
defeated Cincinnati 3-1, Houston

beat San Diego 7-4, Philadelphia
downed New York 6-3, Montreal
defeated Atlanta 4-3, Los Angeles
beat Colorado. 4-1, Milwaukee
topped . St. Louis 11-1 in a game
shortened to five innings because
of rain, and Florida downed Pittsburgh 9-7 in 10 innings.
Bonds hit a high drive into
McCovey Cove in the second
inning. He connected for a tworun shot in the sixth.
Cubs 3, Reds 1
. Sammy Sosa hit his first home
run ,in two weeks, helping Chicago win its 10th straight game.
The Cubs, who swept the Reds
last week at Wrigley Field, completed their first three-game sweep
in Cincinnati since 1989.
Sosa's 15th homer was his first
since May 16, when he connected for No. 400.
The Reds went 6-22 in May.
their most losses in a month since
1952.
Brewers 11, Cardinals 1
Jeffrey Hammonds hit two home
runs and Milwaukee won a game
shortened.to five innings because
of rain at Busch Stadium.
Ron Belliard drove in three runs
for the Brewers, who have
outscored St. Louis 18-1 in two
days.

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Nineteen local prep track and
field athletes will be on their way
to Lexington this weekend for the
Kentucky State Track and Field
Championships at the University
of Kentucky's Shively Track Complex.
Murray High senior Bobby Smith
will attempt to defend his Class
'A' triple jump crown in leading
a contingent of 10 Tigers and eight
Lady Tigers to the Class 'A' meet.
Calloway County junior Ashley
Iglesias will compete in the Class
'AAA' event.
At last weekend's Class 'A'
First Region competition, Smith
won four events to lead MHS to
Its 10th consecutive regional team
title.
Smith leapt 45 feet, 5 inches
to win the triple jump, cleared 230 1/2 to take the long jump, captured the 100-meter dash with a
time of 11.4 seconds and seized
the 200 in 22.5.
Last year at state, Smith added
runner-up finishes in the long jump
and the 100 to his victory in the
triple jump before placing fourth
in the 200 for a total of 31 points
out of a possible 40 in the four
events.
Tom Masthay matched Smith
tor the honor of busiest Tiger in
Lexington as he also qualified in
four events at state.
At regionals, Masthay won the
110-meter high hurdles and the
300 intermediate hurdles while placing second to Smith in the long
jump and joining Anthony Cogdell,
Kevin Cunningham and Sean Clem-

SCOTT NANNEY/Ledper & Times photo

THE CHAMPS.. Members of the Murray High boys' track team pose with
.
the First Region
championship trophy after Saturday's regional meet at Stewart Stadium. The Tigers and
Lady Tigers will send 18 student-athletes to this weekend's State Track and Field Championships in Lexington. Ashley Iglesias will represent Calloway County at the meet.
son on Murray's second-place 400meter relay team.
Marteze Hammonds came in second behind Masthay in both hurdles races to earn qualifying berths
and joined Lucas Mathis, Clemson and Cunningham on MHS'
second-place 1,600 relay squad.
Clemson and Cunningham also
comprise half of the Tigers' 800
relay unit that, along with Cogdell
and Adam French, also claimed
runner-up honors at regionals.
Individual qualifiers for Murray's- boys' team include Mathis
in the 400, French in the pole

vault, Richard Fogle in the shot
put and Hugo Hernandez in the
discus.
On the girls' side, Ashley
Tripp's state meet itinerary matches
those of Smith and Masthay with
four events — the 800 and 1,600 relays, the 400 and the 200.
Tripp is joined by Mandy Brown,
Sherrie Sexton and Shard'e Troupe
on the 800 squad and by Brown,
Sexton and Paige Adlich on the
1,600 team.
Troupe is entered in two more
events, having qualified in the 100
hurdles and the 400 relay along

with Leslie Schwettman,Sexton and
Brown.
Chelsee Thompson (pole vault)
and Kayla Olive (shot put) round
out the Lady Tigers' list of athletes at the state meet.
Meanwhile, Iglesias will represent Calloway in the Class 'AAA'
girls' 200, which she finished second in at last week's regional held
at Apollo High School in Owensboro.
Iglesias crossed the 200 finish
line with a time of 28.5 after placing third in the long jump (15-7)
and the 100 (13.42).

Lone Oak
tops Lady
'Hounds
for title
SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times photo

LET'S PARTY...Members of the Reidland Greyhounds celebrate after Geoff Kirksey's
third-inning double scored three runs in Wednesday's First Region title game.

Reidland wins region 4-1
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Geoff Kirksey's three-run double in the third inning provided
the, decisive runs in Reidland's
4-1 victory over rival Lone Oak
in the First Region baseball championship game Wednesday at Reagan Field.
The win sends the Greyhounds
(27-8) — the runners-up to the
Purple Flash in last week's Second. District Tournament — into
next week' semi-state tournament
in Bowling Green.

Kirksey's game-altering blast
helped the Greyhounds overcome
a 1-0 deficit to Lone Oak, which
put the game's initial run on the
scoreboard in the bottom of the
first when Tony Zacheretti singled in Micah Walker, who set
up the score with a triple.
The Greyhounds tacked on an
insurance run in the top of the
seventh to complete the scoring.
Reidland starter Brian Behrendt
did his job on the mound, allowing the Flash just three hits in
helping the 'Hounds to their sec-

ond region title in three years.k
Man Smith took the hard-luck
loss for Lone Oak, allowing just
three hits, striking out eight and
walking only one in six innings
of work.
Reidland, who will be making
its fifth sectional appearance since
1991, reached yesterday's championship tilt by defeating Ballard
Memorial and Marshall County .
The Flash, who's season ended
at 28-9, earned its title game
berth with wins over Fulton City
and Murray High.

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & 'Times
The Lone Oak Lady Flash
claimed the First Region Softball Tournament championship
with a 3-0 victory over rival
Reidland in the title game
Wednesday at Lone Oak.
Lady Flash starter Leigh Ann
Collins shut out the Lady Greyhounds on just five hits and
stranded six baserunners.
Collins also starred at the
plate, collecting a pair of doubles to lead the Lone Oak
offense.
Lone Oak defeated Marshall
County and St. Mary to reach
yesterday's championship game.
Reidland earned its title try
after defeating Hickman County and Calloway County.
The Lady Flash (32-9) will
meet Middlesboro in next week's
state tournament at Jeffersontown's Skyview Park.

Lady Lakers, Lady Tigers just getting started
Did the high school softball
seasons for Calloway County and
Murray really just come to a end?
Or is it Wednesday night and I'm
still dreaming?
Somehow, the Lady Lakers' loss
to Reidland in the semifinals of
the First Region Tournament Tuesday in Lone Oak and the Lady
Tigers' defeats to Calloway and
Marshall County in the Fourth District Tournament last week at Chestnut Park didn't give me the feeling that either squad had been
eliminated from postseason play.
Sure, I would have loved to
have tagged along with one of the
local clubs to the state tournament
next weekend in Jeffersontown,
just east of my hometown of
Louisville.
But with a grand total of four

upperclassmen between the two
teams — including one senior
apiece — neither side could claim
that this year's playoff run was a
last stand.
A better analogy for.describing
the Lady Lakers and Lady Tigers.
who combined to employ nine
middle-school players in pivotal
roles, would be comparing the two
programs to a pair of bottles of
sweet grape juice just itching to
get out of the wine cellar.
These teams are good: Calloway
went 12-8 and captured its first
fast-pitch regional tournament victory. while Murray finished 10-12
with two wins over regional quarterfinalists (Calloway and Graves
County).
But the old adage about wine
holds true — the Lady Lakers and

TOBACCO INSURANCE
Call 753-5842 For A Quote.

Western Kentucky
Insurance Agency
302 N. 12th • Murray. KY

MIKE
OHSTROM

STAFF
WRITER
Lady Tigers will get even better
with age.
And with each squad returning
a core of players that will be
enjoying either their first or second year in high school next spring,
the thought of three or four more
years of the kind of ball exhibited in Calloway's 6-5 district nailbiter over Murray gets my juices
flowing

A glance at both team's depth
chart at pitcher — the most critical position in softball — is reason enough for, my optimism.
The Lady Lakers ride the arms
of eighth-grader Kalyn Fox (9-6)
and Ashley Chadwick (3-2) while
eighth-graders Kaci Carpenter (711) and Breanna Volp (3-0) take
the mound for the Lady Tigers.
Fox and Chadwick collaborated on a five-hit 2-1 victory as
Calloway collected its first fastpitch win over Marshall May 15
it Laker Field, and Fox worked
out of countless jams at the regional tournament, stranding 16 baserunners in 14 innings of'work.
Meanwhile, the powerful Carpenter can match Fox strikeout for
strikeout — she fanned seven in
the district meeting between the

Oil Change Special

Rotation & Balance Special*

13.95

15.00

(On most cars & trucks)

(*Excludes Light Trucks)

(We Also Have A Wide Selection Of New & Used Tires)

HOLLAND TIRE CO.
96 East Main Street • 753-5606

crosstown rivals — and showed
the same knack for escaping tight
spots when she allowed just one
of the six Lady Lakers she walked
to score.
Both CCHS head coach Tommy
Greer and MHS skipper Dave Carr
mentioned how much improvement
their teams made offensively over
the course of the past two seasons.
The intense Fox and the speedy
Chadwick open a lineup of potent
Calloway bats that should return
right fielder Sara Scott,second baseman Whitney Ragsdale, designated hitter Megan Miller, third baseman Jessica 'Greer, left fielder
Tiffany
Cunningham, catcher
Danielle McMillen and first baseman Carrie Radke.
But the Lady Tiger batting order

won't take a back seat to anyone after posting the first 10-win
fast-pitch campaign in school history.
Furthermore, the entire Murray
lineup — third baseman Lisa Thurman, catcher Emily Snow, shortstop Shaina Marinoff, center fielder Lacey Latimer, first baseman
Megan Underwood, designated hitter Katie Wagoner, Volp in left
field, right fielder Shae Burgess
and second baseman Emily Seay
— should remain intact.
So shed no tears for the conclusion of the 2001 softball season.
Instead, think of it as a chance
for us to take a deep breath before
the whirlwinds at Calloway and
Murray take the diamonds_ and
thrill us once again.

Crawford's Bar-B-Que

CALL

cp_rill HQMff
Mon.-Thurs. 11 a.m.-2 p.m.I
Fri. & Sat. 11 a.m.-8 p.m.
Bar-B-0 Available Anytime
Now Offering Catering Services
Dine In or Carry Out
753-1934
Intersection of Hwy. 464
& 1824 Almo

mum usa
Ineoppims
OF MURRAY AND
CALLOWAY COUNTY INC

(270)753-9500
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The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
"Your more than one company agency"
David King

753-8355

901 Sycamore
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
L Pct. GB
Philadelphia
18 647
33
Atlanta
26
26
500 7 1/2
9
Florida
24
27 471
New York
31
415 12
22
Montreal
21
32 396 13
Central Division
W
L Pct. GB
20 608
Chicago
31
2
St Louis
22
569
29
4
24
529
Milwaukee
27
Houston
25
25
500 5 1/2
Cincinnati
20
32
385 11 1/2
Pittsburgh
17
34
333 14
West Division
Pct. GB
Arizona
31
22
585
Los Angeles
30
1
23 566
San Diego
27
25
519 3 1/2
491
Colorado
26
27
5
San Francisco
491
26
27
5
Wednesday's Games
Montreal 4, Atlanta 3
Philadelphia 6, N Y Mets 3
Florida 9, Pittsburgh 7, 10 innings
Chicago Cubs 3, Cincinnati 1
Milwaukee 11, St Louis 1, 5 innings, rain
Houston 7, San Diego 4
Arizona 4, San Francisco 3
Los Angeles 4,.Colorado 1

AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
Pct. GB
New York
22
569
29
Boston
1/2
28
22 560
Toronto
26
26 500 3 1/2
Baltimore
24
5
27 471
15
Tampa Bay
37 .288 14 1/2
Central Division
Pct. GB
Minnesota
34
16 680
Cleveland
1
33
17 660
Detroit
22
28 440
12
14
Chicago
20
400
30
Kansas City
19
16
33 365

Seattle
Oakland
Anaheim
Texas

West Division
W
L
39
12
25
26
23
28
19
32

Pct.
.765
490
.451
.373

GB
14
16
20

Wednesday's Games
Oakland 15, Tampa Bay 2
Boston 3, N V Yankees 0
Cleveland 8, Detroit 4
Chicago White Sox 4, Toronto 3
Kansas City 11, Texas 2
Minnesota 3, Anaheim 0
Seattle 12, Baltimore 5

Snow leads Sixers
past Bucks 89-88
PHILADELPHIA (AP)- Several hours before he became
Philadelphia's latest hobbled hero,
Eric Snow sat down with his surgeon and the team doctor to hear
the latest news about his ankle.
It was fractured, not sprained
as originally believed, and further
stress might cause a problem. Disregarding his wife's wishes, Snow
decided to play.
"I just wanted to give it a go
and try to see what I could do,
and I was fortunate enough to
make a big contribution," said
Snow, who made his team's final
two baskets in the 76ers' 89-88
victory, giving them a 3-2 lead
over the Milwaukee Bucks in the
Eastern Conference finals.
Snow shot 7-for-9 and scored
18 points, nearly duplicating his
output from the first four games,
in which he scored a total of 20
points.
Dikembe Mutombo had 21
points, 13 rebounds and 9-for-9
shooting from the foul line, while
Aaron McKie added 15 points and
had four of Philadelphia's 13 steals.
Taken together, those contributions helped the Sixers overcome
a 5-for-27 shooting performance
by Allen Iverson.
Snow turned his ankle in Game
4, and he found out Wednesday
that in addition to a sprain he
also has a hairline fracture of the
ankle running perpendicular to a
2-inch screw that was inserted
after a previous fracture.
Snow risks breaking the screw
or further displacing the fracture,
and the team doctors did not recommend one way or the other
whether he should play. He wore
a special brace on the ankle besides
heavy tape to protect it from a
90-degree turn.
"I was looking at his X-rays,
and I was shaking my head at
how he already has a screw in
his foot, then I saw the size of
the fracture," Iverson said. "I said
myself that I'm proud to be a
part of this - everyone laying it
on the line."
Philadelphia's victory wasn't
assured until Glenn Robinson
missed a 10-footer from the baseline and Ray Allen missed a tipin at the buzzer.
The series resumes Friday night
at Milwaukee, where the 76ers
will try to advance to the NBA
Finals for the first time since 1983
and face the Los Angeles Lakers.
Teams that have taken . a 3-2
lead have won a best-of-seven
series 83 percent of the time.
Robinson had 22 points, Allen
added 20 and Sam Cassell had
18 for the Bucks, who allowed
the 76ers to come back from an
early 16-point deficit. What hurt
them the most was two four-point
possessions and one five-point possession by Philadelphia after they
picked up two untimely flagrant
fouls and one technical foul.
Those 13 points ended up being
huge for the 76ers, who shot just
37 percent from the field and
turned the ball over 14 times.
Milwaukee scored four straight
points to take an 86-85 lead before
Snow hit a wide-open jumper from
15 feet. After Tim Thomas threw
the ball away following an offensive rebound. Snow hit a 20-footer to make it 89-86 with 31.7
seconds left.
"He doesn't miss shots like that

at the end of fourth quarters,'
Robinson said. "I'll give him that
shot every time in the first, second or third quarter."
Milwaukee's Jason
Caffey
scored from the lane with 18 seconds left, and the Bucks fouled
McKie with 13.9 to go. The 76ers
had made 25 of 26 free throws
to that point, but McKie was short
on both attempts.
Milwaukee got the ball to Robinson for a good shot, but it wouldn't go and neither did Allen's tip.
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Martinez fans 13
as Red Sox shut
out Yankees 3-0
By The Associated Press
The New York Yankees' streak
of success against Pedro Martinez
was bound to end.
After winning their last five
games against baseball's most dominant pitcher, the Yankees had no
answer for Boston's ace Wednesday night.
Martinez struck out 13 in eight
innings to lead the Red Sox to a
3-0 victory over Mike Mussina
and the Yankees at Fenway Park.
"I don't believe in rivalries,"
Martinez said after snapping a personal five-game winless streak
against New York. "I don't believe
in curses. Wake up the Bambino,
maybe I'll drill him in the (behind)."
Martinez (7-1) gave up just four
hits and a walk to lower his major
league-leading ERA to 1.44. He
allowed only one runner to reach
second.
In other AL games, it was
Cleveland 8, Detroit 4; Seattle 12,
Baltimore 5; Minnesota 3, Anaheim 0; Oakland 15, Tampa Bay
2; Chicago 4,Toronto 3; and Kansas
City 11, Texas 2.
Since beating Roger Clemens
and the Yankees 2-0 on May 28,
2000, Martinez had gone 0-3 with
a 2.75 ERA in five starts against
the Yankees - all Boston losses.
"Pedro is Pedro. You can't say

anything negative about that guy,"
Boston's Carl Everett said. "To
say, 'The guy can't beat the Yankees. The guy can't beat the Yankees.' It's garbage. It shouldn't
even come out of anybody's
mouth."
The difference this time wasn't so much Martinez- or Mussina (5-5), who* glowed just four
hits and struck out 11.
Instead, it was timely hitting
by the Boston batters, who supported Martinez with more runs
than they scored in five of his
six starts against the Yankees since
he last beat them.
Brian Daubach's two-run double in the second was the big
blow for Boston.
"Pedro was sensational. And
Mike was pretty darn good, too,"
Yankees manager Joe Torre said.
"It's frustrating. but when you're
up against Pedro. you can't really allow anything. He never has
a bad game."
The two pitchers are scheduled
to meet again on Monday, though
Torre said Mussina could be pushed
back because of an off day.
Indians 8, Tigers 4
Jaret Wright won for the first
time in more than a year, and Jim
Thome homered- off Chris Holt
(4-4).

SPORTS BRIEFS
Correction
In Wednesday's article on the First Region Baseball Tournament semifinal
between Murray High and Lone Oak, it was reported that Murray's Todd Broker scored on Kyle Erwin's double to tie the game versus Lone Oak at 2-2
in the top of the seventh inning. Austin Swain scored the game-tying run.
The Ledger regrets the error.

Notice

FLIPPED OUT.. Lauren Hendon of Murray took first place
overall in the State Gymnastics Championships in Somerset, competing in the Level 5 division of the 8-yearold senior group. Hendon, the daughter of Tony and
Stacy Hendon and a student at Southwest Elementary
School, won her competition with a score of 36. Hendon
takes gymnastics classes at Lakewood Gymnastics in
Mayfield.

Roddick upsets
Chang in French
PARIS (AP)- Watching teen- ond-round match 5-7, 6-3, 6-4, 6ager Andy Roddick writhe in pain 7 (5), 7-5.
from cramps during a five-set match
Roddick's body contorted in sudat the French Open, Michael Chang den jerks of pain between points,
had an eerie feeling of history clutching his head and leaning on
repeating itself.
his racket as the cramping worsIn 1989, Chang won an epic ened in the dramatic final set.
match against Ivan Lendl in the
For onlookers, the similarity
fourth round of the French Open, between the two matches was
serving underhand against the No. uncanny.
1 player when cramping nearly
Chang, now 29. begs to differ.
overwhelmed him.
-1 think with Ivan, it was just
He won that match after 4 hours something that was so different,"
and 37 minutes, then went on to he said. "It has similarities defibecome the youngest men's cham- nitely, but it was a little bit difpion at Roland Garros at age 17 ferent at the same time."
years and 3 months.
"That's one of my first memOn Wednesday, Chang lost in ories of tennis, that match against
3 hours, 50 minutes to the 18- Lendl," Roddick said. "It defiyear-old Roddick, losing the sec- nitely crossed my mind."

Photographs, disks and other items that have been turned into The Ledger
Times sports department can be picked up after publication at the Ledger
office on 1001 Whitnell Ave. Call 753-1916 ext. 23 for more information.

CONTRACTORS...
We have Nexus
undercarriage for
your equipment!
LAKERS LAUDED.. Members of the 2000-01 Calloway County Middle School eighthgrade boys' basketball team honored during the team's recent awards banquet are
(front row, from left) Mark Anderson, coaches award; Trey Tindell, most rebounds, best
field-goal percentage; David Crouch, coaches award; Adam Renfroe, most improved
player, 110 percent award; (back row) Josh Dunn, certificate of participation; Brett Welter, certificate of participation; Cody White, 110 percent award; Mason Thomas, best
defensive player; and Chase Futrell, best offensive player, best free-throw percentage
and academic award. Not pictured are Kye Sells, Tyler Coursey and Jeremy Todd.

Whatever your brand of equipment, buy
from a name you know and trust...
Whayne All Parts! We can supply all your
undercarriage needs-from parts to
installation -at very competitive prices!

Make us

PROVE
We guarantee itI
to matchOr beat-any I •
Competitor's written quote
-A111111-we II even throw
in a IffUlf undercarriage
evaluation by a trained
Whayne technician'

CALL US!

Expres 1211 ,11

CALL TODAY! Brad Keller or Seldon Page 1-800-434-2983
1600 North 8th Street
Paducah KY
270-443-3631

Store Consolidation Inventory Reduction Sale
We Are Consolidating Stores For Your Shopping Convenience

$250,000 In Inventory Must Gco
.10
12543

OFF S'IlrONIEWRIEBIE

Savings Can Be Found On These Items:
•Housewares
•Plumbing
•Electrical
•Coolers

•Automotive
•Pet Supplies
•Small Appliances
•Pocket Knives

•Nuts & Bolts
•Hardware
•Unvented Gas Logs
•Sporting Goods

*We will still special order merchandise at regular price during sale.

MURRAY HOME a AUTO HARDWARE DIVISION
753-2571 • Chestnut St.• Murray • Hours: Mon.-Fri. 7:30 - 5:00. Sat. 7:30 - 3.-00
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LBL hosts old-time Pickin'Party
GOLDEN POND,Ky. — Musicians and music lovers from
throughout the Mid- South will participate in the annual Homeplace
Pickin' Party, to be held June 9-10.
The event is held at The Homeplace, a living history farm, at Land
Between The Lakes National Recreation Area. The Pickin' Party
takes its cue from traditional oldtime socials, as well as modern folk
festivals.
Concerts and workshops are
held throughout each day by oldtime fiddle, guitar and banjo musicians. Booked for the 2001 event
are Mark Dvorak (fretless banjo
and guitar), Paul & Win Grace
(old-time fiddle and accordion),
The Carters (bluegrass) and Dixie
Volunteers (old-time string band).
A unique guitar picking style
will be highlighted during the twoday event. Thumb-picking guitarists, Steve Rector, will perform on
Saturday and Eddie Pennington

will perform on Sunday.
Both performances are funded
by a Kentucky Folk Arts Grant.
Folklorist, Mary Anne Andrus, will
explain the development of this regional style of thumb-picking guitar.
Visitors often become the Pickin
Party's main attraction. For the
more daring, an "open mic" stage is
available at various times throughout the day. However, many pickers prefer to make music beneath
the shade trees among fellow pickers and visitors.
"It's as much a treat for those
who can't pick a note as for the
musicians themselves," said Homeplace interpreter Cindy Earls. "One
of the very rewarding things about
old-time music is that there's a high
degree of talent among amateur
pickers. You can hear some really
amazing musicianship at events
like the Pickin' Party."
The event is from 10 a.m.. to 5

p.m., Saturday, June 9 and Sunday,
June 10. Admission is $5.50 for
ages 13 and up, $4 for ages 5-12
and 4 and under free.
Picnic foods and ice-cold drinks
are available for purchase. Bring
lawn chairs, ground blankets, picnic baskets and umbrellas (in case
of rain). Overnight lodging is available at several campgrounds and
camping areas within LBL or at
state resort parks and
side LBL.
Visitors can also
guided tours of The
farm, which includes

motels outtake selfHomeplace
16 historic

log structures furnished in the style
of the mid-19th century. Interpreters in period clothing will help
bring the site to life.
The Pickin' Party is fuaded, in
part, by a grani from the Kentucky
Arts Council, a state agency of the
Education, Arts and Humanities
Cabinet.
Land Between The Lakes is located approximately 90 miles
northwest of Nashville, Tenn. The
Homeplace is located in the Tennessee portion of LBL.
For more information, contact
LBL at 1-800-LBL-7077 or visit
the LBL website at www.lblorg.

The Lake Area Fiber Artists met at the Murray Art Guild for a
workshop in weaving inlay. The workshop was taught by
Buddy Henderson of the Countryside Weavers. The group
wove wallhangings and rugs based on Henderson's method for
"Easy Inlay" technique. Murray weavers Mary Cates and Alesia
Parker weave at the Guild at 103 N. Sixth St. on Fridays and
welcome visitors.

.Clay Walker appears
at Players Island Casino

2001 All American Soap Box Derby
•
•
Saturday. June 2. 2001
•
•
•••••••••••••••••••••••••

THIS COULD BE THE MOST
IMPORTANT PHOTO YOU EVER
TAKE OF YOUR CHILD.

On Saturday, Parker Ford Lincoln Mercury, Inc. your Blue
Oval Certified Ford Dealer, is hosting Commitment to
Kids, a free Child Safety event. Parents of the first 200 children will receive a complimentary ID kit. Children's photos will be taken free of charge by the Murray Police
Department. Come on in and bring the kids just to be safe.

Saturday, June 2nd,10 a.m.-2 p.m.

METROPOLIS, Ill. — Country
music hit-maker Clay Walker will
bring his live show to Players Island
SAKURA...East Calloway teacher Margot McIntosh, center, Casino in an outdoor performance
leads her students in a Japanese dance during a multi-cultural July 6 at 8 p.m.
arts and humanities program that featured the songs from the
Walker is known for such hits as
World's Largest Concert.
'"What's It To You,""The Chain of
Love." "This Woman and This
Man" and "Live, Laugh, Love."

CALYPSO, CALYPSO ... East Calloway students play a Jamaican tune led by teacher Linda Stall as part of a multi-cultural
program that celebrated our nation's diverse heritage.

eleven number one hits.
Walker is known for his lively
stage shows. For several years, he's
been acknowledged as one of country music's Top 10 box office touring acts. "Performing is so much in
my blood," Walker said. "I probably couldn't breathe without it.
When I get on stage, it really releases a lot of emotions. I love singing, because I'm actually living the
songs while I'm singing them."
General admission seating is
$25. Tickets go on sale May 27.
Call 1-800-929-5905 for more information or to purchase tickets.

A native of Beaumont, Texas,
Walker was raised in a musical
family and began playing the guitar
at age nine. By the time he was a
teenager, he was on stage playing in
local honky tonks.
Walker's voice was first broadOther concerts scheduled for the
cast at the age of 16 when he gave a
2001
Summer Outdoor Concert Selocal disc jockey a recording of a
ries
include
Louie Morgan on July
song that he had written. He left the
studio thinking the song would 20, Randy Travis on August 10 and
never be played, but the song was Sawyer Brown on August 31.
on the air by the time Walker pulled
As a premier attraction and one
away from the radio station.
of the top ten employers in SouthWalker's first album was re- ern Illinois, Players Island Casino is
leased in 1993. Since the release of conveniently located in Metropolis,
his debut album Walker has sold Illinois, across from Paducah where)
over 8 million albums and scoied 1-24 meets the Ohio River.

East Calloway Elementary
celebrates multiculturalism

Gmmitment to K
1-866-BLUEOVAL
blueoval.fordvehicles.com
Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury,
Inc.
711 Main Street • Murray • 270-753-5273

From bongo drums to xylophones, students at East Calloway
Elementary sang, danced and
played musical instruments during a
multicultural program that covered
the same songs used in the World's
Largest Concert aired on KET in
March.
Linda Stalls, music teacher, and
Margot McIntosh, art teacher,
worked with the other classroom
teachers to stage a school-wide performance that celebrated the diversity of our nation.
Students and teachers were
dressed in everything from kimonos
to western wear to Hawaiian grass
skirts.
Kindergarten and first-grade stu-

Most of you know I have taken a job as President, International and
Subsidiary Operations for Moore Corporation. Traveling away from my family and friends for weeks at a time is extremely difficult. So you can image
my surprise and annoyance with the latest gossip and rumors (all from reliable sources, of course) about my restaurant

SO LET ME STATE IT HERE PUBLICLY:
BOULDER'S HAS NOT BEEN SOLD! BOULDER'S IS NOT
FOR SALE! BOULDER'S HAS NEVER APPLIED FOR A
LIQUOR LICENSE! THERE HAVE BEEN NO DISCUSSIONS
OR NEGOTIATIONS FOR THE SALE OF BOULDER'S!

dents sang "Make New Friends" as
the opening number. "Sakura," a
Japanese song. was accompanied by
dancers and instruments performed
by second- and third-graders and
followed by a Jamaican song. "Calypso, Calypso."
The fifth-graders performed "Silver Moon Boat," a Chinese song,
followed by an African "Hot Marimba" complete with drums, xylophones and recorders. A group of
teachers also sang songs to the
crowd and performed an entertaining skit for the students.
The program ended with Appalachian songs and "Love in Any Language.- The program was part of
the arts and humanities curriculum.

Experience DISH Network!
Get the DISH Network DishPV1V- Plan.
Best of all, there's NO EQUIPMENT TO BUY!

Beasley
Antenna

Commercial-Free TV!

DishPVR
Plan

with Dish PVR Integrated Satellite TV System
and Personal Video Receiver.

Satellite

DisliP1/11 Plan Includes:
•DishPVR: digital satellite TV system with integrated Personal Video Receiver and 2nd-room
Model DishPro 301 satellite receiver.
Watch rwO Oferent channels on two ddferent TVs at the same

•:,,•••••

Both of my managers,Bobby and Debbie Luffman are committed to the success of Boulder's and will maintain the same friendly style as they have done
since we opened. While Lexpect my dad will be requesting more time off
from the dining room to visit the grandkids in Connecticut, he too will continue to oversee the operations at Boulder's. Our dream is for Boulder's to
flourish and to provide Murray with a unique family and alcohol free atmosphere along with a high-quality and seasonal menu. I want Boulder's to be
here when my family and I return to Murray!

Students from Sandy Sasso's art program at North Calloway
County Elementary School recently exhibited their paintings
and sculptures at the Murray Art Guild. Shown here are third
and fourth grade students Kim and Erica Hagan.

Over 150 crystal-clear digital channels
oFree standard Professional Installation
•Hassle-free In-Home
Service Plan

dz

500 N. 4th St
Murray, KY 42071
(270)759-0901
1-877-455-0901 Toll Free
1801 Bell Avenue
Pans, TN 38242
(901)642-4077
1-877-726-4077 Toll Free

V 7II 0

Only $59.99/mo.

0E

PVR Features: Digital Tapeless Record,
Pause Live TV, Replay Live TV

•

= Sfi
T—W 0 R K
ik,......--

l

Dean E. Cherry, Owner
Boulder's Café, Java House & Company

arteskdkolvwhkettS cam

°Nog ends 7/31,01

All prices packages and programming subiect to change w,thout notre Local and state sales taxes may apply All DISH Network program/n
and
any Other services that are prowled, are SubleCt to Me terms and condthons of the Residenfial Customer Agreement. *Mich is ava•lable upon request Significant restnclions apply to DISH Network hardware and programming avarlabuity and for all offers See your DISH Network product literature or the DISH Network Webstte at
VAVVI dethnetwork corn for complete details and restrictions All sconce marks and trademarirs belong to then respective owners
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Notice is hereby given that the Calloway County Sheriff's
Department will accept sealed bids for the sale of two vehicles until
June 6, 2001 at 2:00 p.m. C.S.T. Wednesday at which time the bids
will be opened and read aloud.
All bids shall be mailed or delivered to the Office of Sheriff, Calloway
County, Murray, Ky. 304 Maple St.
Information for bidders and bid forms are available at the Sheriff's
Office and may be picked up between 8:00 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. Vehicles
may be inspected at the Sheriff's Office. These vehicles are sold "as is"
with no warranties expressed or implied.
Calloway County Sheriff's Office reserves the right to waive any
technicalities to reject any or all bids, readvertise or accept an offer
based on the best evaluated bid.
Terms 109k down within 48 hours of bid approval with balance due
within 5 working days.
Description of vehicles to be bid:
(1)1994 Ford Taurus GL
Vin. # 1FALP5246RG259365
V-6, full power, 4 door, gray inside & out, 119xxx miles

The Murray Independent School District will
accept bid proposals for school pictures for
the 2001-2002 school year.

NOTICE
Pursuant to KRS 376.275 this ad is formal notification that each vehicles listed below will be disposed
of on June 15, 2001 to satisfy towing and storage
charges due against said vehicles. As of June IS.
2001 Key Kars. Inc. 1850 State Route 121 South,
Murray. KY 42071 will proceed to obtain the titles to
the vehicles listed below clear of any prior liens to
recover fees due for services rendered.
86 Chevrolet S-10 Pickup
89 Ford Taurus
80 Dodge St. Regis
88 Dodge Omni
81 Cadillac SeVille
87 Mazda 323
87 Plymouth Gran Fury

1GCBS14E6G818207 1
I FABP5244KG161873
EH42AA127276
1B3BZI8DX.IY 122896
1G6AS6949BE706898
JMIBF2228H0572401
IP3BB26P1 H X740355

Invitation To Bid
Individual and Group Picture Service
The Calloway County Board of Education is
accepting sealed bids for Individual and
Group Picture Service for the 2001-2002
school year. Bids will be accepted until 1:30
p.m., June 6, 2001. Specifications are on file
at the Board Office at 2110 College Farm
Road, Murray, KY 42071. Any interested bidders may obtain copies at that location.
Further information may be obtained by calling Karen Brandon at 762-7300. The
Calloway County Board of Education
reserves the right to reject any and/or all
bids and waive any minor irregularities in
bidding.
Invitation To Bid
School Yearbooks
The Calloway County Board of Education is
accepting sealed bids for School Yearbooks
for the Calloway County School District for
the 2001-2002 school year. Bids will be
accepted until 1:00 p.m., June 6, 2001.
Specifications are on file at the Board Office
at 2110 College Farm Road, Murray, KY
42071. Any interested bidders may obtain
copies at that location. Further information
may be obtained by calling Karen Brandon
at 762-7300. The Calloway County Board of
Education reserves the right to reject any
and/or all bids and waive any minor irregularities in bidding.
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320
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450
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500
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330
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380
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060

AFTERNOON cook and
dishwasher. Must be able
to work weekends also
Apply in person at Ann's
Country Kitchen, Hazel,
KY
ATTENTION
WORK FROM HOME
up to
S25.00-$75.00Thr PT/FT
MAIL ORDER/INTERNET
(888)248-7125
YourDestinyls Now corn

Bids will be received in the office of the
Murray Board of Education, 208 S. 13th
Street, Murray, KY 42071, until 12:00 noon.
Wednesday, June 6th, 2001.
If additional information or clarification is
needed, contact the Murray Board of
Education, Pat Seiber, at(270) 753-4363.
020
Notice

NEW physician practice is
seeking to till the following

positions:

GOLF AT
TENNESSEAN
iHE
jttliii

RN, receptionist, billing/reinbursement clerk, transcriptionist. Please respond to Box 1040-N,
Murray, KY 42071.

1110111111

DELI HELP
NEEDED

Tee time or information call
731-642-7271 or toll free
866-710-GOLF (4653)

Experience pre,,rred, but will train.
'
Apply in person

'Thefamily of the
late 7t1ary _lane
Skinner, wishes to
thank those who
share our sorrow,
the calls, cards,
flowers,food, and
other acts of
kindness are
deeply appreciated
and alWays will
be remembered
The Skinner .!Farnil".
020

Notice
RETIRED Broker will look
over IRA's. 401 K's, commissions on funds. get 2nd
opinion $25 00 fee. Call
(270)924-9609

150 Tr -Active Technologies
Featuring Hair Color and Perms
For Color Shy Clients

For Your Personal Appointment

Job Placement

1-800-995-5832

060

FOR SALE
1992 Cavalier
Red, 51,000 actual
miles. spoiler,
ground effects, new
tires, new battery.
Excellent condition.
Must see to
appreciate.
Call 753-5606 or
after 6 p.m. call
753-7952

040
Roommate
Wanted
ROOM mate wanted. Mus
be clean Have completely
furnished trailer on State
Line Rd. Nice setting
$150.00 month plus 1/2
utilities_ male or female.
Call 731-498-6409.

LOCATED IN DEXTER COME ON BY!!
Tel: 270-437-4568
for private dining room reservJtions

NOW OPEN!
,LIdie Langston
r.,...rVi
Ove,c

West
Kentucky
Recycling

906 N 17th Street • Mayfield. KY
510S 4th Street • Murray. KY

®

Mayfield
(270)247-1220

All With No Money Down!
Housing & Lifetime

753-7455

But, Don't Forget Our Saturday Night Fis'
Buffet with Catfish Fiddlers, Fillets and
temon-Pertper Fillets'

WE BUY

START NEXT WEEK!!
.Earn $700 Per Week For
The Rest Of The Year!
.st Earn &MAO+ Next Year'
Class A CDL TrainirT

HAIRPORT

Fish, Shrimp, Frog Legs, And More!

• Aluminum • Cans •
• Brass • Copper •

CALL TODAY...

Call Joyce at the

The Shed Cafe

u

Owen's Food
Market Deli

- Great New Colors From
j

I HASEVNREYWFRSIEDAFYONIDGHBTU!F ET
BIBLE
MESSAGE
, 759-5177

Solid Waste Removal
The Calloway County Board of Education is
accepting sealed bids for Solid Waste
Removal for the 2001-2002 school year. Bids
will be accepted until 11:00 a.m.. June 6.
2001. Specifications are on file at the Board
Office at 2110 College Farm Road, Murray,
KY 42071. Further information may be
obtained by calling Karen Brandon at 7627300. The Calloway County Board of
Education retains the right to reject any
and/or all bids and to waive any minor irregularities in the bids.

445

ACCOUNTING clerk, Ft
M-F.
with
Experience
Quick book desirable. Call
753-5650.

The Tennessean Colt Club has been ranked by Golf
Digest (May issue) as the 6th "Best golf course in
Tennessee". in addition to being selected as the 7th
"Best new affordable public course in America"
(January issue) Play this Championship Course for
only $30 (includes cart), every day of the week with
the purchase of a annual patron card for only $50.
plus tax A $19 weekend sayings

Card of Thanks

Business Rentals

Murray
(270)767-9295

Ask For Mindy

Help Wanted

',111
,
1)rr,er

CAN YOU SELL?
SPORTABLE
SCOREBOARDS is experiencing
rapid growth. We seek career-minded
individuals
with supenor people skills
who are looking for a
GREAT opportunity.
You will be working with
new and existing customers. If you are outgoing
confident, enjoy working
with people, have excellent phone skills, like limited travel and want a rewarding challenge please
apply. Excellent pay and
benefits with a bonus incentive plan included. No
previous sales experience
required
Send resume to. SPORTABLE SCOREBOARDS,
ATTN: Human Resources,
106 Max Hurt Drive, Murray. KY 42071.

060
Heir) Wanted

Help Wanted

DrIIVER TRAINEES
NEEDED NOW!

SOCIAL Secunty disabled
We can get you approved
No fee unless you win
Personal representation by
retired Social Security executives and associates
You win with us!
1-800-782-0059
SONIC Drive-In of Murray
is now taking applications
fro crew members for all
shifts. No phone calls
please. Apply in person at
Sonic Drive-in 217 S. 12th
St. Murray.
TOP quality nurse practitioner needed in busy family practice. Up to $75,000
salary package offered.
send resume to 813 Poplar St. Benton . KY 42025
or call for interview at 270527-8331.
WORK from home
Enrollment on Internet,
paging and long distance
customers for nations 4th
largest communications
company Full time Part
time training provided
1-800-233-2432

Help Wanted

ACCEPTING BID PROPOSALS

Stan Scott
Calloway County Sheriff

300

060

INVITATION TO BID

(2) 1988 Oldsmobile Cutlass
Vin. #1G3WH14WOJD365263
2 door, red inside & out, V-6

a.m.
a.m .
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

Fri. 11
Fri. 11
Mon. 1
Tues. 1
Wed . 1
Wed. 1

Tuesday

Need a great career'?
Werner needs entry- level
truck drivers. No experience necessary
Earn
$600 to $900 per week
plus benefits NO CDL'?
NO PROBLEM! CDL train
ing is now available in your
area. 800-242-7364.
DRIVERS needed Competitive wages. benefits
Home every weekend
Must have 2 years experience. and a clean driving
record (800)468-6087
EXPERENCED labor for
Brick Masons Call 7537382 between 4-6 pm
NEED extra money while
working on your nursing
degree'? Birchtree Healthcare is offering flexible
schedules to help you out
Birchtree Healthcare is accepting applications for
OTR
drivers needed RNs and LPNs Please apHome on weekends Good ply in person at
pay. Assigned equipment Birchtree Healthcare
106 Padgett Dr
Call 1-800-478-1433
Clinton. Ky 42031

,011111.- NOW HIRING
Assistant
pilz_za

I i4i4f

Manager Trainee

Salary position, night & weekends,
benefit package. Interested parties
should call 759-9205 or 841-7146
Ask for David or Adrian
E.O.E

HIRING IN THE SPOT!!!
18 Wheels In 15 Days
S600-S800 Weekly 1st Year
No Out Of Pocket, if Qualify
No Employment Contracts
260 Immediate Openings

KY Tech-Murray/Calloway Area Technology
Center has openings for the following teaching
positions.

Want Big Bucks SSS
Drive Big Trucks!!!
$300 Bonus Upon Completion

Marketing Technology, 10.5 month position.

CALL NOW!!! 800-398-9908

Welding Technology. 10.5 month position
For either of these positions candidate.
Must hold Rank III KY teaching certificate in
subject OR Ky. Statement of Eligibility in the
subject area to be taught.
Applications are available at the KY Tech
Murray/Calloway Area Technology Center
at 1800 Sycamore. Murray, KY 42071
Applications must be received by 6/4/2001 for
consideration.
Equal Education and Employment
Opportunities M/F/D

CLASSIFIED POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Murray Independent School District
Instructional Assistants
Classified positions will require assisting
the supervising teacher and students in the
regular and special classroom environments. These are full time positions.
Reports to; Supervising Teacher and
Principal
Send application and letter of interest to:
Murray Board of Education
208 S. 13th Street
Murray, KY 42071

WestView
hi I, ft

NI

14

VISA

Aka. Arli

400
410

AD DEADLINES

010

010
Legals

Legals

I

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion of
their ads for any error. Murray Ledger & Times will be

Monday

cs Just Say "Charge It"

per.

$6.75 Column Inch, 64:n Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period I
$2.51.1 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)

"stia*

Contact Kathy or Tammy
for more information.

Deadline: June 11,2001

t

Equal Opportunity Employer
Employment Opportunities Await You At
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
and Long Term Care Division
•Food Service Aides
•Environmental Service Aides
•Nursing assistants- training
provided
•Licensed Practical Nurses
•Activities Coordinator
*Admission Coordinator
Visit our facilities and learn more about thc
exciting openings we have to offer. MCCH
provides an excellent benefit package an
and team oriented atmosphere. Apply in person at the West View site or Human
Resources Department at the hospital site
For more information call 767-3660. E0E.
270-767-3660
1401 SOUTH 16th STREET • MURRAY • KENTUCKY 42071

JACKSON PURCHASE
AGRICULTURAL CREDIT ASSOCIATION
Position Opening for:
BRANCH ASSISTANT
"Post High School Education AND/OR
•Two years clerical and office experience.
Computer skills required
*Agricultural knowledge and background desired
•Position located in Murray. Kentucky
•Salary commensurate with education and
experience
Applications will be taken from Wednesday. Mas
30 through Monday.. June 4 at the Employment
Servicof-Office at 319 S. 7th Street. Mayfield,
Kentuc y and 1210 Johnson Blvd.. Murray,
Kentirky. The Employment Services Offices are
open Wednesday/Thursday 8:(X) a.m. to 4:30 p.m .
and
Friday. 7:30 a.m. to 12:00 p.m
Monday/Tuesday 7:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
UDC-AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER

RESPONSIBLE persons
throughout nine county
area of Western KY to provide Community Living
Supports, and/or Relief
Provider services for Developmentally Disabled/
Mentally Retarded children! adults Applicants
must be 18 years old with
HS diploma!GED RESIDENT MANAGER/ Paducah- live-in position for
staffed residence for the
developmentally disabled.
Must be 21 years of age,
with HS dipomaGED,
have experience in MRDD
area
Background check required Send resume/application to Terry Hudspeth, Associate Director
Four Rivers
Behavioral Health.
PO Box 7287
Paducah, KY 42002-7287.
STATE WHICH POSITION
APPLYING FOR
EOE
RESTAURANT
manager needed
Sonic Of Murray is now
hiring for shift managers.
Prior restaurant management experience preferred Must be able to work
days. nights, 8 weekends.
Pay rate will be dependent
on previous management
experience Apply in person or send resume to
Sonic Drive-in 217 S 12th
St Murray. Ky 42071 No
phone calls please
SERVICE
technician
Washer 8 Dryer repair.
Experience required Must
be honest and dependable. Clean driving record
Knowledge of West Kentucky area Drug screen
required 1-800-622-1489
Automatic Apartment
Laundry, Inc
NEUROSURGICAL Practice
seeking
certified
Physician Assistant Surgical experience preferred.
Salary dependent on experience Excellent benefits Fax resume/CV to
270-442-1649 or mail to
PNA, PO Box 7039. Paducah, KY 42002-7039

Chsdcsre
Custom Cleaning
Will clean
houses or business
492-6177
Please leave message
WILL DO GENERAL
HOUSE CLEANING
Call Linda 759-9553
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060
Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Part-time
positions as
Residential
Providers available for community-based
residential program for developmentally
disabled adults. Our company offers various shifts, opportunity for advancement,
excellent benefits including paid training,
401(k), medical/dental insurance, paid holidays, vacations, and sick leave. The starting wage is $7.00 per hour. Please apply at
Community Alternatives of Kentucky, 6145
Symsonia Highway, Symsonia KY 42082.
E0E/M/F/DN
CUSTOMER SERVICE REPRESEVI %TIN I.:
tor p.
AFinunr SOO Comprni-..iirrienil
Up to 3.5k-411k carnin, possiNe first

Ikk.11 SeJ

WE PROVIDE:• Health. Lite. Dental Insurance • 401K
and Stock Htirchasi • Three meeks expense paid training
and • On the nib training • Merit promotions. management
ilossible %lib I
IF VOU PROVIDE:
• Strong iLle.ire to silt...vied • Luiellciii ptihlit. rclatii41
ikd track record
•Competime sports
CALL FRIIM °NIX 10 A.M.-5:30 ENE
270-759-5910
ASK FOR MARK MiffE

100

2BR townhouse Bnck
C/H/A all appliances
Clean nice Northwood
Dr 1yr lease No pets
753-3153
7537900
2BR. very nice furnished
apt C/I-1/A, available now
Coleman RE 759-4118
3BR, 1 bath Walking distance to MSU Available
now' 759-5885
4br, Diuguid Drive Coleman RE 759-4118
APARTMENTS
FOR RENT
437-4113
APARTMENTS. for rent.
Close to campus. 7535980 or 753-1203 after
. iprn.
BRADLEY
Apts.
Has
openings. 3br. 1 bath. Approx. 1,000sq. ft Located
on campus behind Bradley
Book Company. New carpet, C/H/A. $400/ month.
Also available, 1br with
new carpet. $250/ month.
759-4696 or 435-4632.

rEieNlIE5

DAYLILIEV
—oH favorites

HOSTA

v3r",et

wricIrsie ecries
.riost.a $4.00
'

e

111.00./f3r1 fr3rly colo

BETHEL GARDENS

COMPAQ 550 mhz. 12 gig
hard drive 5350 Gateway
566 mhz 20 gig hard drive
S360 Compaq 700 mhz
20 gig hard drive 5460 17"
monitor S130 753-8630

Computer
Service

489-2666
KELLERS
COMPUTER PLACE.
New computers $399,
Upgrades & Repairs
interriet.Servce
On 121S

436-5933.
rr.
9a.m
Mon-Sat
Visa Mastercard
MOM COMPUTERS
A. Certified Technician
On site service
759,3556
140
Want to Buy
• We pay cash
Old toys antiques
. collectibles. 270-759-3456.
ANTIQUE linens- napkins.
taplecletbs, doilies. etc
492-6255 10arn-4.30pm
ANTIQUES
Old toys. advertising
:terns. antique furniture
and primitives
We :.-Juy. 1 or all,
Cali 753-3633 ask
for Larry
BUYING standing timber
Large and small tracts
Office 436-5700
Donald 753-2533
Billy 436-5727
150
Articles
For Sale
ANTIQUE Armoires. appraised at $900/ $300
Make offer- upright freezer, make offer. Maytag
washer
dryer
$350
$300 759-8928.
FOR Sale Nissan long
bed camper cover S100
Call 753-7287
NICE upright sewing machine cabinet walnut 4
door Call 759-5238
OVER 2.000 VHS movies
for sale Starting at $2 00
each 753-7670
SOLITAIRE engagement
ring- 1 ct size 6 Paid
$3500 asking $2000 1 ct
TW diamond stud earrings Paid $1800 asking
$1000 Offers considered
759-4656

1

-1131Appaances

WASHER and dryer fai
condition
Works grea
$150 489-2942 or 251
1262
WHIRLPOOL washer &
dryer for sale Good condition $200 436-573Fi

CHEVY C60 dump truck
$3 500 437-4030

•

,

•LARGE BEDROOM in
pleasant home
Share
large living room, kitchen
& bath, wid, walk to Hospital or down town industry
$190 plus deposit of
$125./ 70 Channel Cable
& Utilities included except
for phone
References
753-9211

2BR, 1 bath, appliances
furnished. 1 1/2 car gaage 1612 Catalina Dr
$400 month & deposit
Call 270-247-8127
NICE 2br in Hazel
492-8526
360
Storage Rentals

5.,urs-Fri-Sat 9-5 •

270
Mottitle Homes For Sale
14X74 1992 Spiral Mobile
Home 3br , 2 bath, al
i?lectric Nice 1 owner
511.500 .753-6635
16'X72"91 Mobile home &
1 308 acres 2 bedr.00m. 2
naths, nicely remodeled
Near North Elementary.
270-527-7626.
•1988. 14x70, 3br. 2 bath.
C/1-1/A. stove, retrig., dish
.Nasher. awning 8, deck,
great condition.
•1975.
12x65
mobile
home Great for storage or
workshop Must be moved
Call 759-9698 or 5596215
1990 Premier 14x80. 2
'acres 2 miles from East
Elementary. Appliances,
dishwasher dryer. new
washer 753-7644.
1992 Fleetwood- 16x70,
2br . 2 bath. utility, livingroom kitchen, all appliances, gas heat and stove.
16x20 wooded
deck and concrete steps
included Must be moved
S12,700 Call 492-8509,
leave message
1995 Ardmore 14x70, 3br
1.5 bath, electric, with front
and rear porch S10,500
489-2721
NICE 2br. 2 full bath mobile home 4 miles from
Murray 17311782-3221

'•

320
Apartments For Rent
2br. 1 bath,
DUPLEXCentral KA, washer &
Dryer. fenced backyard.
5420./mo. 753-2571 Days.
Ask for Jonathan.

1BR $220 1 year lease
Water & trash included
Washer' dryer available
No pets
767-9037
1BR. like new, appliances
Coleman RE 759-4118
1BR
Unfurnished $195/mo.
Furnished $225/mo
Low utilities References
required No pets
753-3949
1BR All electric, close to
MSU appliances & water
furnished Available 6-3
$250 rent/deposit 7537953
1BR , nice area, off street
parking 753-8588
2BR Duplex at 1707
Ridgewood $375/month
759-4406
2BR duplex CentraliftA
appliances
Coleman RE 759-4118
2BR. 2 bath duplex. garage Central. no pets
Coleman RE 759-4118
2BR Near MSU New carpet paint & wallpaper
C/H/A $300 Also 2br,
$250 Coleman RE
759-4118
280
2BR, new townhouse cenMobile Homes For Rent
tral, garage 3 story
Coleman RE 759-4118
2BR Clean Mobile Homes 2BR. garbage,
garbage. water De
in small quiet park Cal posit & lease required
492-8488
S265'mo 753-8355
NICE 2br. Mobile home
No pets 753-9866
EXTRA nice 2br, 1 5 bath
townhouse appliances fur285
nished, WO central gas
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
heat/ air. 1yr. lease, 1
12 acre S100Tho 753- month deposit. No pets
753-2905.
6012
FOR•rent: 2br duplex, carLOT for rent 492-8488
port. outside storage, apLOT For Rent 753-9866
pliances furnished Economic heat pump system
300
No pets, deposit required
Business Rentals
Call 753-3778 or 527-5540
FORREST View Apartments 1213 N 16th St..
now accepting applications
or 2br townhouses, basic
rent 5315/ month. Office
Various size units
Hours, 10- 2, M-F. Call
Walnut Plaza
753-1970. Equal Housing
104 N. 5th
Opportunity.
NICE 2br, 1 bath. 403-B
753-9621
Northwood & #19 Megan
(Cambridge). All appliances furnished, No pets
Apartments For Rent
Available Aug. 1st. $460/
month.(270)527-7199 or
1&2 bedroom Apts
753-2062.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
NICE 2br, 2 bath duplex
902 Northwood Dr
With stove, refrigerator.
Monday.
microwave, W/D Lawn
Wednesday. Friday
maintenance included No
Phone 759-4984
pets $475/mo Plus serciEqual Housing
ty deposit 753-9240
Opportunity
NICE 2br, duplex with
1-2 3br apts furnished
stove, refrigerator, W/D.
near MSU 753-1252 or Lawn maintenance includ753-0606
ed $450/mo +security de1BR apt available, all ap- posit. 753-9240
pliances furnished MurCat Realty 753-4444
RED OAKS APTS.
1BR Apt Available 5/19
Special
Walk to MSU
Clean
$100 Deposit
-$235 p/mo
1BR From $280
753-2084
2BR From $325
1BR Apt stove, refrigeraCall Today!
tor. 0/W. W/D. Clean, no
753-8668.
pets 270-753-9841 or
Southside Manor Apts
270-436-5496
1 2 & 3br apts
1BR duplex, 1 block from
Section 8 housing
campus $250 , utilities
753-8221
separate 1650 Ryan Ave
EHO
753-2649

GARAGE
YARD
SALE

PRE-MOVING
& 6 FAMILY
GARAGE SALE

Saturday Only
3195 121 South

4755 Poor
Farm Rd.
Thurs., Fri. & Sat.

Name brand clothes,
wicker table and 4
chairs, wood dining
room table and 6
chairs, lots of odds
and ends

YARD
SALE
(3 Party)
604 Ellis Dr.
Fri. & Sat.

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

1

Computers

Illi

looms For Rent

Lawn & Garden

Lawn & Garden

HOMEWORKERS
Needed.
5635 weekly processing
mail Easy, No experience
needed
Call 1-888-517-2362
Ext 4605 24hrs

VERY roomy 2br 2 bath
duplex wigarage Appian
ces
w,
furnished
washer/dryer 1yr lease 1
month deposit No pets
753-2905

180

180
Business
Opportunity

For Rent

Apartments For ROM

All Size Units
Available

753-3853
CREEKVIEW STORAGE$20-540 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081
storage
NORTH WOOD
presently has units available. 753-2905 or 7537536.
PREMIER MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

641 Storage
All Sizes Available

753-5585
380

7 a.m.-3 p.m.

GARAGE
SALE
400 S. 11th St.
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.-2 p.m.
Only
No Checks
Lamps, shelves,

Pets & Supplies
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer.
436-2858

CLEAN Hybrid Bermuda
hay square bales
753-5719 559-1761
Real Estate
HALEY Professional
Appraising
270-759-4218
'F,-)r What It's Worth'

410
Public Sale

121 S. to Mt. Carmel Ch. - left
Cypress Tn. then right at fork next
fork left at Kline Tn. 4 road on left
Cooksey Dr., follow signs.
Thurs. - Fri. - Sat.
8 a.m.-12 Noon • Rain or Shine
Girls baby clothes 0-18 mo., asst. lots of baby
items, boys size 5's, toys, tools, some furniture,
men & women clothes, and much more. Worth
the drive.

GARAGE
SALE
Friday
7 a.m.-?
1315 Poplar
Street

MOVING
SALE

YARD SALE

2955 Wrather Rd.
121 N. to Airport
Rd.
Watch for signs.
Fri. & Sat.
June 1 & 2
7 a.m.-?
Too much to
mention

HUGE
YARD SALE
Fri., June 1st
7 a.m.-3 p.m.
Sat., June 2nd
7 a.m.-Noon
2645 Hwy. 641 S.
Murray
Lots of items.
Rain or Shine

116
Wadesboro
Rd. - 641 N. to
1346, turn left.
Fri. & Sat.

YARD SALE
(4 Party)
617 Broad St.
Friday & Saturday
June 1st & 2nd
8 a.m. till ?
Twin mattress sets,
baby bed, headboards,
Home Interior, adult, girl
& baby clothes, comforter sets, TV,, VCR.
student desk and lots
more.

MULTI-FAMILY
YARD SALE
4791 Poor
Farm Rd.
Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
7:30 a.m.-?

Sat., June 2
8 a.m.-?

Housewares, furniture, pictures, etc.

MATTRESSES(BEDDING)
SALE NOW GOING ON
UNDER BIG TENT
Check

WIGGINS FURNITURE
Hwy. 641 North
Murray. KY • 270-753-4566

YARD SALE
1213 N. 16th St.
Apt. A4 Forrestview
Apts.
June 1st & 2nd
7 a.m.-12 p.m.
Furniture, appliances
1984
truck
Chevy
$500.00 OBO. 1984
Chevy
Stationwagon
$90000 OBO, bunk
bed, daybed, rollaway
bed & other misc items

GARAGE
SALE

HUGE
YARD SALE

Fri., June 1st
7 a.m.-?
Sat., June 2nd
7 a.m.-?
3849 Airport
Road
App. 4 miles off 121
Rain or Shine

89 Pinecreek
Lane
Coldwater
Off 121 N
Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
Spring clean out sale
- clothes, some used,
some with price tags
still on. Furniture,
appl., tools, crafts.

1641 Miller • Fri. & Sat.

410

adult clothes, shoes,
housewares

Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m.-1 p.m.

Bedroom furniture,
microwave, household items, clothes,
lots of misc.

GARAGE
SALE

Tables, beds, dressers, sofas, chairs, rugs,
mirrors. lamps. washer & dryer, fans, dehumidifier, space heaters. Dungeon items,
silver, brass, copper, antiques, lawn mowers, lumber. dishes, jewelry. CDs, books.
designer clothes.

Boys & girls clothes up
to 4T, many baby
accessories, toys, ten
speed, work bench,
gas grill, headboard,

73 Pope Dr. in Lakeway
Sub. off of
Towery Dr.

1702
Plainview Dr.

Clothes - children adult all sizes, toys,
housewares, exercise equip., etc.

-MOVING SALE

517 S. 6th St.
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m.-?

YARD SALE

MOVING
SALE

Girls clothing to sz.
5, dishwasher, toys.
books, childs rocker,
ladies clothes,
purses. shoes,
much more

Rain or Shine
Friday
7 a.m.-1 p.m.
Saturday
8 a.m.-Noon
Johnny
Robertson S. to
Woodgate Drive
to 600 Lee St.
Stuff'

GARAGE
SALE

GARAGE SALE
1145 Poor Farm Road
(1 mile off 641 North)
Friday & Saturday 6:00 a.m.-?
Rain or Shine
Furniture, comforter sets, household &
decor items, Christmas, tools, 2 car covers, Coke items, kids bike, booster seats,
tool box, great toys and games, men &
women's clothes, lots of nice boy's clothes
(4-7), shoes, movies, little bit of everything
and 66 Mustang.

YARD SALE

trinkets misc.

Pets & Supplies
AKC Chocolate Labs, pa
rents hunters. Vet checked
and shots. 753-9815.
AKC Golden Retriever
puppies (270)247-8059
after 3 30pm

Antiques, quilts,
years of collectibles
Three in
neighborhood

GOODIES

SALE

MOVING &
REDECORATING
SALE
2 Families
524 S. 6th St.
8 a.m.-Noon
Bedding. framed posters,
director chairs, small tv,
men's clothing, Kirby vacuum, queen box springs,
luggage, cordless phone
radio, wicker, microwave,
scrap lumber

YARD SALE
MULTI-PARTY
1635 Catalina
Dr.
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.-?
Furniture, baby
clothes, bikes, all
size of clothes.

YARD
SALE

GARAGE
SALE

GARAGE
SALE

Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.-5 p.m.

35 Lane St,
Dexter
Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.-?
Little bit of
everything.

70 West Dr.
East Y Subd.

1612 Loch Lomond
Dr.
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.-?

Stove top, fans,
lights, rocker,
bedding.
Lots of misc..
good condition.

Collectibles, exercise bike, VCR, TV,
clothing, furniture.
tools, some
antiques.

Public Sale

GARAGE SALE

Absolute Auction
Real Estate & Personal Property
Saturday, June 2, 2001 • 10:00 a.m.
At the home of Mrs. Reba Lee, 521 Rayburn Rd.
From Murray, KY take 94 West to Lynn Grove,
Ky. Turn onto Rayburn Rd. Follow to auction.
Watch for auction signs.

Office Space

1707 Johnson
Blvd. off Doran
Rd. behind MHS
Fri. 7-2
Sat. 7-12
Items for the
house, men,
women and
children. Junk
included!
Rain or Shine

GARAGE
SALE

This 2 bedroom brick house - 1 bath, - living room - kitchen - dining room
screened in back porch - unattached carport and outside storage - storm doors &
windows- mature shade on large lot. Make your inspection prior to auction for lead
base paint.
Terms: 15% down day of sale Balance in 30 days with passing of deed.
Personal Properly round maple table & chairs - books & bookcase - odd bed &
chest - recliner - magazine rack - table lamps - radio - pictures - pole lamp - smoke
stand - (2) kerosene lamps, 1 with holder - vacuum cleaner - portable t.v. - knee
hole desk - microwave - washer & dryer - bed & vanity - odd chest - odd chair feather pillows kitchen stool - electric heater - kerosene heater - Corningware &
Pyrex dishes - punch bowl & cups - footed pieces - sugar & creamer - other old
glass & china - vases - pots & pans - small kitchen appliances - nice clean linens
- tablecloths & towels - rugs - upright frost free freezer - leaf blower - Spray Mate
garden spray on wheels - glider - picnic table - lawn furniture - step ladder - grill edge trimmer - 2 trunks - fishing poles - garden planter - saber saw - car ramps yard trailer - 11 h.p Murray riding mower - push mower - Gilson rear tine tiller pressure canner - canning tars - hand & yard tools - and more.
Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available Auction held rain or shine.
For more information call

Paschall Real Estate
Terry Paschall Broker 435-4011
Dan Miller - Darrell Beane Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. #1281 Firm 2333
My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

4483 St. Rt. 94 E.
Fri., June 1 &
Sat., June 2
8 a.m.-3 p.m.
chairs.
clothes, lawn mower,
glassware, vac
cleaner, many other
items
Kit table &

MOVING
SALE
710
Bagwell Ct.
Fri., June 1 &
Sat., June 2
7-11 a.m.
T monitor, printer, desks,

bookshelves, beds.
clothes, golf clubs & balls,
tables, lamps. lots of stuff

YARD
SALE
Fri, & Sat.
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
174 Green Valley
Rd. - Dexter
RV Salvage &
kitchen sinks,
clothes & misc

MULTI-PARTY YARD SALE
Approx. 5.5 miles out 94 E. First rd.
on right past Elm Grove Church
(Old Newburg Rd.) 1.5 miles on left.
Fri. & Sat.•8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Rain or Shine
Lots Of new stuff! Chest type freezer, waterbed,
dresser, bed etc., glass, knickknacks etc.,
power tools, boys & girls clothes, newborn to
14. All sizes mens & womens clothes, VCR,
Playstations etc.. 55 gal. fish tank, Home
Interior, Mary Kay & much more.

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

THURSDAY MAY 31 2001

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
460
Real Estate
WANTED to buy land with
timber Call in evening
753-4984

Homes For Sake

2BR cabin on lake Deed
access
manna
ed
535 000 270-354-6422
440
Lots For Sale
(2) 3/4 acre lots 7 miles
North, Murray 753-1967
1 1 acre lot for sale by
owner in Wiswell Manor
West on Wiswell to SW Elementary turn left on
Crossland Rd Subdidivion
on the left Call 492-8879
7 lots in Hazel Starting at
$5,000 all amenities 731
641-0197
LOTS for sale Starting at
$11000 Price includes
water, septic & driveway
Also land home packages
270-437-4838
[ELI.
Lots For Rent
BEAUTIFUL
residentia
building lots for sale One
mile out of town, super loup
cation
$5,000
(270)753-6824

Homes For Sale

Price Reduced - $WIM

A ...

11111Latte Property
[

rir
Quiet setting, minutes from Murray. Well kept
home, 2 BR, w/pool, deck, large kitchen, unfinished upstairs, central heat/air, including
appliances. Appraised at $75,000 in 1998.
Leave Message 753-4260

Global Mortgage Link
YOU SHOW US:
•Average credit (not perfect)
•Steady income history
WE SHOW YOU
•100% loan, no money
down
•Flexible, forgiving program
•Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.
Gerry Puckett • Pat Butler • Jacquelyn Watson

753-7407 • 111 N. 12th St. Suite B

FOR SALE

Acreage
26.6 wooded acres, road
frontage, building site,
great terms $19,950 with
10% down $300 per
month_ (270)753-9302.
4.08 acres lots of road
frontage. building sites
New Concord. $4450.00
terms. 753-9302
460
Homes For Sate

490

460

460

For UM
MUST See'
Doll house in town 3br, 1
bath, large lot $69,900
Call Campbell Realty
759-8780
NORTH Calloway 2 year
old brick, 3br (spilt), 2
bath, vaulted LA, ceiling
fans, carpet\ ceramic floor
tile large porch. deck. 2
car garage CHA, 2300 sq
ft under root, 30'x40' 4
stall barn, lean to, 3.66
acres (2+ fenced)
759-5379
SOUTH Hazel, Tennessee 3br, 2 bath, C/H/A. on
3 75 acres 492-8526
THREE/FOUR bedroom
house, one bath Located
on three lots a few miles
from Murray on New Providence Rd Two large outbuildings $49,500 Call
Neva at 270-753-8085 or
800-458-3993
CUSTOM Built 16x29
Great Room, 3 bedroom,
Office, 2 full baths, kitchen. dining room, large utility room, & floored attic
storage, with oversized 2
car garage on 100'x200'
lot 803 South 17th Street,
Murray, $149,000 Call
owner 759-1620
EXCEPTIONAL 3br, 2
bath, red brick, double lot,
town edge. Consider leasing with option to buy/ limited owner financing. Call
753-4109.
FOR sale /rent 3br., 2
bath, brick. C/H/A, fenced
back yard, near university.
759-9246.
470
Motorcycles & ATVs

630

530
Used Cars

Used Cars
1990 Buick Park Avenue
high mileage, good shape
runs well $2,750 7533765
1992 Olds Cutlass DereSL 4dr,, console bucket
seats leather, power everything keyless entry, Michelin tires, V-6, 86,xxx
very
good
condition
$3600 00 753-7906

Credit
ProblemsNo Problem
Courtesy Auto
Plex has auto
loans available for

r

Ortsrsd

MUST SE11

•

HYUNDAI
needs some work
I call 759-9215.
• will accept
reasonable offer.
in •

[En

bills, divorce,

Kenny B at
800-505-5091 or
our credit hot line
24 hours

1999 Black Dodge Dakota
Ext Cab. 1 owner , ex19,xxx
tremely clean
$14,900 759-1509
94 4x4 Chev. Z-71
115,000 miles Good clean
truck $10,500 753-1028

877-937-2886
Covent
*1993 Dodge Grand Caravan, V-6, all power.
107,xxx miles. Like new.
*1995 Chevy Lumina,'V-6,
83,xxx miles. Very Clean.
753-0114

No jobs Too Small Or Too biNe
'• Free Est:milli:,

Vans

Used Trucks

bankruptcy call

L&B
CUSTOMS WORKS

• mg

slow pay, medical

repossessions and

cos ofterue

•
I
I
•
• Bush Hogging • Square Hay Baling
I • Custom Landscaping • Complete Yard Care

1995 Dodge Caravan
white, low mileages Call
759-5238 or 753-2905
1999 Ford Windstar van
4dr , dual air, 21,000
miles Must sell' $15,300
247-5265

24FT
nice Fleetwood
camper Sleeps 5, asking
$5,000 Call Lakewood
Campground 354-9122

270-753-8204

M & T Painting
Now scheduling spring work
Immediate openings for
interior & exterior painting.

ripih
—
o

c
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for
, Please call Paul
free estimate at

270-759-4979

NOW in MURRAY and
CALLO WAY COUNTY
after serving Mayfield-Graves Co. For 25 Years
Fast, Affordable Service Anywhere You Need Us

JERRY'S GLASS

MOODY S Mower Repair
Pick up & Deliver
753-5668
MOVING
LambBrothers
Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured Call
Luke Lamb At
1-877-902-5262 or
270-753-2555
PAINTING
•Intenor •Custom
'Faux Finishes
Free Estimates
Rainbow Rooms
759-1552
SURE WAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment
Free estimates
753-5484

FREE Kiln Dry sawdust
by the truck loaded Call
753-4498

Statewide
Classifieds
ANNOUNCEMENTS
*COMMUNITY DAYS FESTIVAL, Smiths Grove
Kentucky June 2nd & 3rd
Antiques, crafts, collectibles, old time craft
demonstrations Activities
for young and old 270563-9430

1994 Olds Achieva, 4
door 1 owner, nearly new 1975 Monark bass boat
BUILDINGS
A Full Service Glass Shop
tires Call 435-4200
with 40Hp mercury motor,
•STEEL BUILDINGS
1995 Olds Cutlass Cerra
loaded, very few hours
SALE: 5,000+ sizes.
SPECIALIZING IN AUTO GLASS
4 door, maroon. loaded. $1.895 Call 435-4083
1306 Doran Road
40x60x14, $10.328;
30.000 plus miles Perfect 94 Ebbtide Champione
* We come to your home or office
50x75x14, $13,227;
condition. Must see to ap- 1900 runabout boat, ga50x100x16, $16,584;
* Approved by all major insurance companies
Beautiful home, brick with new
preciate. $6500 00 firm
60x100x16, $18,613. Minirage kept Excellent condi(we do all the paper work)
98 Yamaha Banche 4
vinyl siding, on 1-1/2 lots
storage buildings, 40x160,
270-753-7852
753-2905
Call
58500
tion
wheeler. Excellent condi
32 units. $16.914. Free
1997 Chrysler LHS P/S,
(150x225), 2,874 square feet,
Locally Owned & Operated
lion S4 000. OBO
brochures. www.sentinelP/B, A/C, PM, cassette,
Sales
&
Associate
Cream
Jeff
530
753-2905.
raised tile patio, 4 bedrooms,
buildings.com Sentinel
2 Houses
78,000 miles $8495
Services Offered
480
Buildings, 800-327-0790,
1 large duplex
753-8355
3 baths, great for entertaining,
Mirrors • Furniture Tops • Plate Glass
Auto Parts
Extension 79
(Good rental)
759-9854
Plexiglass • Tempered & Insulated Glass
J&D LAWN CARE
9
great
closets
storage!
BUSINESS
Grand Prix- GTP
Pont.
1 single (2br 1 bath)
98
Patio Door Glass Replacement
FOR Sale Complete 9'
& LANDSCAPING
OPPORTUNITIES
$152,500
Both near downtown
super charge. Very good
seeding,
assemblies
power
Mowing,
ord rear end
753-6429 No realtors
condition. 753-6464_
'NEW
FRANCHISES
Includes axles & 3rd memlawn & shrub spraying,
1978,
924.
AVAILABLE. Investment
PORSCHE
Appt.
Call
753-8123 For
2-3 Bedroom, 1 1/2 bath,
ber set up for 4 link suslime, fertilize. dirtwork- toprequired Dollar Stores,
$3,000 New tires & batwith land Wonderful kitch2281 Rob Mason Road
pension Call 759-0100
soil. Wholesale shrubs. &
For Sale By Owner
Molly Maids,
tery
498-8992
Call
en, beautiful hardwood
Days or 759-4600 nights
trees. & mulch.
Fantastic Sams. Kwik
A-1 Tree Service
Coating
Seal
Asphalt
area
Kirksey
floors
Call 759-3840
United
Check
Copy,
Stump Removal
Travis Asphalt Sealing
$68.500. 435-4180
HOME For Sale By Owner
FOR Sale by Owner
Cashing. Golf Etc., Fast
Used Cars
JOHNNY WILLIAMS
492-8737
'Driveways
3BR. house and land. Call 4br., 3 1/2 bath. 3900sf 3br, 2 bath, large closets,
Food 100 s more
PAINTING
CAR
437-3044
*Parking lots
436-5064.
home. 10 rooms, 10 clos- eat in kitchen, built in 1976 Triumph TR-6, red
available in all markets
'For all residential and
Free Estimates
• FOR SALE
FREE ESTIMATES
3BR.. 2 bath brick house ets. large TV/entertain- 1998, 2009 sq. ft. including like new top and interior
Call toll free 877-792-2801
small commercial
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
ment room, great room 2 car garage. 767-9369 No rust, scratches or
with large living room and
753-2279
BUILDER/DEALERS
'
I
painting needs
1996 Silver
Decks, Home Additions,
kitchen. 26x26 garage. w/fireplace. den, w/fire- leave message.
WANTED-Great income
BACKHOE & TRUCKING
dents Good chrome Fac
•36 years experience
Siding,
Vinyl
Remodeling,
PLYMOUTH I
Only 2 miles from town. place, large recreation
potential. 23 year manuROY HILL.
*Interior & Exterior
tory hardtop included High
Garages. Carports, Pole
Must see. 759-3366 leave room, large deck, gazebo GOTTA SEE THIS ONE! miles, runs and drives
facturer. Kiln-Dried Logs.
Septic system, gravel
spraying for
BREEZE
*Custom
Barns, Metal Buildings,
protected territory, log
wlhot tub, 3 lots (1 acre) Priced like a fixer upper. great $6500 270-753message.
white rock
lawn/patio furniture
Fencing. Hardwood Floors
reasonably pricej I Louver
purchase
package,
CHARMING 3 bedroom & Sherwood Forest area. but everything new and 4440
436-2113
shutters
/
doors
required. Mr. Buck 800Installed & Finished. Quail BRYON S Lawn Service
guest house on country Will consider partial trade ready to move into. 2br, 1
small
too
•
job
great
runs
•No
321-5647 Original Oldbath, carport, utility room 1989 Pontiac Grand Prix
ty Workmanship. Affordalane 5 minutes from for smaller house
Free estimates 759-0276
•Free estimates
SE. Loaded, excellent con- I
Timer Log Homes
759-9215 I Please
ble Rates. Licensed.
call
acres (1500-2000sf) $179,000. $39,900.
1 5
downtown
CARPORTS Starting at
call 753-8858.
$3000.00 270-354- LB •
dition.
.
559-8510
or
435-4632
753-9308
753-7860
FOR SALE
w/pond & barn $87,000 753-4882.
$675 installed Roy Hill
2799
AFFORDABLE tree work,
753-2570
•VVOLFF
TANNING BEDS
(270)436-2113
out
hauling, cleaning
TAN AT HOME! Buy direct
McLeod's
Cecil
sheds, gutters cleaning,
and save! Commercial
Lawnmower Repair
etc.
/home units from $199.00.
Pick-up & delivery
436-2867
Low monthly payments
753-9814
Free color catalog. Call
AHART & Culver
CERAMIC and man-made today 800-842-1310
Septic Installation
stone installation
www.np.etstan.com
Spring fix-up time is almost here! Get
Also top soil and gravel.
731-642-9741
the
with
437-4838 or (270)559A DELL COMPUTyour home into great shape
*NEED
CUSTOM Tractor Work
ER but have bad credit?
4986.
help of these local professionals.
WorkBlade
TillingWe can help. we ve helped
ALL Carpentry Service
Bushhogging
thousands like you Ask
From Foundation to
Free Estimates
about FreshStart.
Finish
Gerald L Carroll. Owner
approved. 800-477-9016
18Yrs experience
Phone 270-492-6159
Code-KY 22.
New Construction*
Cell Phone 853-4188
www omcsolUtions.com
Remodeling• Repairs*
Vinyl
Roofing,
DECKS.
Work
A COMPUTER?
*WANT
Concrete
Siding Quality Work Free But no Cash? With MMX
AGC Certified
Estimates Over 25 Years Technology. Will finance
435-4272
for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
Experience Gerald Wal- with 0 down. Past credit
ALL Carpentry,
problems, no problem. Call
ters 753-2592
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
Electrical
free 888-827-9086
toll
FENCING
Cleaning
in
additions.
Specialize
building.
We
••
Home
& accessories in stock. Also post
Midway Fence All types
*SAWMILL $3795 New
remodeling Rotten floors,
frame building material.
Complete services
*Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Honics
Super Lumbermate 2000
sagging roofs Home &
call Kathy
Reasonable prices
Large capacities. more
siding
Cleaning
vinyl
External
'*All
*Brick
Mobile repair,
Call Metal Mall,
Free Estimate Insured
options Manufacturer of
Larry
Call
References
Available
Cleaning
*Acid
or Tammy
Dickle Farley 759-1519.
sawmills. edger s and skidNimmo
Mayfield
*We Use Hot Water *Parking Lots & Driveways
ders. Norwood Sawniills,
FOR any outdoor
753-9372. 753-0353
at
252 Sonwil Drive, Buffalo.
service's. Lawn, mulch,
Including
ANTENNAS
759-4734
Phone (270)
David Borders
NY 14225 800-578-1363
shrubs, trees. roof's. ect
RV's. TV Towers, rotors.
ext 300-N.
Call Brandon
amplifiers, and accesso436-5277
'AAA POOLS' 19 x31
ries
FRANKLIN
O D Family-sized pools
Dish Network 8., Direct TV
Lawncare Plus
now just 5888 complete' All
Satellite Systems. Sales.
commercial
or
Residential
pools include Sundeck.
ip
Service and Installation
.3
•
mowing and trimming fence, filter' 1000,0 financAntenna
P ,
Beasley's
13Mther
dr
,
La'71
Free estimate 767-9415
ing' Installation arranged
46
& Satellite,
Tree Service Three day installation!
FUTRELL'S
*Replace rotten or water damaged floors
500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY
77
Trimming, removal, stump Homeowners hurry call
270-759-0901.
*Install braces & floor joists under houses for
grinding. firewood Insur- now 24 hrs 800-852-7946
ASPHALT contractor
sagging or weak floors.
69
270-436-22
limited area
ed 489-2839.
Cross Country Or Local
Mitchell Brother Paving
*Replace or repair water and drain lines
HOLDER DRYWALL
& SIDING
'WINDOW
6907
in
1-800-821Specializing
*Install moisture barriers.
*Complete Drywall
$69 per mo. All credSALE
Licensed ci Insured
*Driveways. *Parking lots,
Finishing
it accepted. no money
LICENSED &INSURED Free Estunates Tree Trimming,
P/us...all other home improvements
•Subdivision paving.'Seal
1-877-902-5262 • 1-270-753-2555
down Lifetime warranty
'Textured Ceiling
Cleanup Sereu,
24 Hr Seri ice
coating, 'Stripping.
Call toll free today for free
Free Estimates
"Chip & seal
Owner & Operator
David Gallimore, Owner
Hedge Trimming Full Line ot
estimate 888-670-3050
Jerry
Fully insured,
Weathermaster Products
Free Estimates
924-9336 871-1733
:qu'Pment
l'
.1 Tree & St„mp
le.Tritt
*Luke Lamb*
owned & operated
Locally
•Some Restrictions Apply
Lamb
Pt-tul
oral
Rem
Bruce
901-247-5422
Over 30yrs experience
HOME'ATTENTION
924-0997 863-2356
759-0501
OWNERS-Display homes
Cadiz, Ky. 42211
753-1537
wanted for vinyl siding
WEST Ky
Replacement windows, no
Price?
A Bigger Selection — A Better
TUCKER LAWN CARE
payment until January
Seamless Gutters
Be Sure To Shop — Before You Buy!
SERVICES
2002 Payments starling at
Free Estimates
North
121
Route
State
1244
Mowing. trimming, leaf &
S89 00 per month All cred753-0278
V 20 years of experience in all phases of carpentr
clipping removal, dethat.chit qualifies Call 800-251V Fully insured
LAWN
ing, aeration. overseeding
0843
/
,
7%tia?4
2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
V Our estimates are guaranteed in vkriting
mower repair
& fertilization, bed mulchTRUCK DRIVERS
(across from Memorial Gardens)
BUILT TO A HIGHER STANDARD
We specialize inz
pick-up or delivery
ing Free Estimates
HELP WANTED
4 Moisture cormo,
I. Water damage repair
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
available
759-9609
TRAIN'DRIVERS-CDL
improvements
5
repair
Home
damage
Brands
Termite
2.
We Service All
436-2867
Cash, Visa. Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month financing
TUTORING after summer
ING get paid while training
6. Deck comiruction & refurbi.hing
3. Sagging tloors
em02182
License
Contractor
Certified TVA Heat Pump
Free Delivery - 270-753-4566
ROOF LEAKING?
classes Certified teacher
for placement with major
tall today for an eslimale 730 a.m.-4:30
Call a professional
(Elementary) all subjects
trucking company Earn big
270-759-8936
Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Residential. Commercial
at library 420 per hour.
money' Commonwealth
•Actislsoln
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price
or Industrial
Truck Dnving School Call
(270)235-5148
toll free 877-970-4043
270-435-4645
WEATHER-GUARD
ROOFING NEEDS
WINDOW COMPANY
'ATTENTION DRIVERS•Tear offs'New roofs
Exterior
NO EXPERIENCE NEC*Reroofing 'Patching
TMC
ESSARY'
Home Improvement
Transportation needs drivFree Estimates
*Replacement windows
$650 guaranteed
ers
Call 753-7769
'Vinyl siding,
weekly, potential to eam
Leave message
'Metal roofing
$900 per week or more
*Financing available
and still get home weekCall for appointment
SMALL engine repair
ends' For CDL training call
Phone - Fax 759-4766
VISA
mowers for sale
800-206-7364
1-888-321-0818
753-0260

270-759-0203

r•

SERVICE
DIRECTORY

ARE YOU LOOKING
FOR A GREAT WAY
TO ADVERTISE
YOUR BUSINESS?

Metal Roofing

David's Cleaning
Services

For more
information

753-1916

1-800-909-9064
David's Rome Improvement

=Moving=

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?

Professional Home
\ Repair & Restoration

Lamb Brothers
Tree Service

HALL'S HEATING &
MECHANICAL, INC.

Wiggins Furniture

Sicoidard e

270-759-2288
To Advertise Your Business In Our Home Improvement Guide
Call Kathy or Tammy at 753-1916 To Get More Information.

2x2 - $205 • 2x4 - $410
4 Weeks & 4 Shoppers

•

•
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Statewide
Classifieds
•DRIVERS-TRACTOR
TRAILER-New starling pay
scale, paid orientation
earning potential up to
$50,000 per year, full benefits, new model conventional tractors, quality
home time, regional & 0TH
drivers needed No students please Call Arctic
Express 800-927-0431,
www arcticexpress.corn,
PO Box 129, Hilliard, OH
43026
DRI•DRIVERS-CDUA
VERS Earn excellent $
driving for agent OWNER
OPERATORS. Flatbed,
Van, Power Only. Trailers
available Fast settlement,
great freight. Mason Dixon
800-862-1225.
*DRIVERS LOOK! Get
Your Class A CDL IN JUST
15 DAYS! Great Job
Opportunities
Available
With Tuition REIMBURSEMENT, If Qualify Get On
The Road To A New Career
& Earn Big Bucks! IN
STATE TRAINING! Call
800-301-6759 Ref#3010.
*WINCHESTER,
KY
AGENT FOR LANDSTAR
INWAY Is looking for drivers & 0/0 s to pull heavy
haul, flatbeds, stepdecks
or vans. Must have 1 yr
verifiable 0TH exp , Class
A w/HM end., pass DOT
D./S & Phy. More info Call
800-227-9030,
Ferrell
Local .859-744-9030.
*DRIVER-Start up to 39c
for Solos& 41c for teams&
87C for 0/0 s. All condos.
$10,000 bonus. EOE.
Contact KLLM 800-9255556 or KLLM.corn
•AN AVERAGE SEMI-DRIVER can earn $800 00
weekly or more after graduating from MTA Schools.
down_
No
money
available.
Financing
Lodging and meals. Call
Training
and
our
Placement Division. TOLL
FREE 877-827-0754.

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

•DRIVER-COVENAN
TRANSPORT -Owner
83c
Operators/Solos
Teams 83c plus fuel surcharge Coast to coast
runs Teams start up to
46c Experienced drivers
800-441-4394
Owner
Operators 877-848-6615,
Graduate students 800338-6428
*OWNER OPERATORS
NEEDED Flatbed experience required Money and
respect 100% fuel surcharge to you and more!
No Touch Freight! Great
home I'm& Call 800-4414271, Ext WET135.
•DRIVERS-Home every
weekend, No New York
City! Company. Top pay,
.36c, paid insurances and
more Owner operatorNew - .86c a mile (includes
3c surcharge), paid base
plate/permits/fuel taxes,
reimburse
tolls/scales.
Lease purchase program
available. 800-948-6766,
wwwepestransport corn
•DR1VERS-$ 1500
BONUS! Starting pay • 3034cpm. Paid loaded and
empty! Tarp pay, Great
home time! Full benefits!
Assigned conventional you
drive home! 800-441-4271,
Ext. WET 135.
•DRIVER-It pays to start
with us. Call SRT today
877-244-7293 or 877-BIGPAYDAY, great pay, paid
weekly, excellent benefits,
new equipment, $1,250
Sign-on Bonus, student
graduates
welcome_
Southern
Refrigerated
Transport.
•DRIVER-New pay plan!
31c-35c a mile-Earn 42k55k a year and enjoy
assigned equipment, 99%
no-touch, 50-60% drop
and hook, great benefits
and home time! 800-8792486. Buske Lines. EOE.
•HICUBE
EXPRESS
NEEDS Owner Operators!
Home weekly! No east
coast, no touch freight,
75% drop/hook. no upfront
costs, accepting any year
tractor! Call 800-200-2823.

tal
insurance
97-99.
Series 60 conventional
tractors. 3 year trade cycle_
Will cross train box drivers
to flats. Also leasing 0/0 s
800-447-7T98
*DRIVERS: Solos up to
.45c per mile. Teams up to
.41c per mile, Contractors
.81c all miles. Lease
options avail. (No money
down) Fuel incentives &
more! Call Burlington
Motor Carriers 800-5839504.

*HOW MUCH ARE YOU
EARNING PER MILE?
Industry average with one
year of experience pays
29 cpm Heartland Express
pays 37 cpm Interested in
a pay raise? 800-4414953 www heartlandex- •DRIVERS-Seeking owner
press corn
Operators/Professional
NORTH Fleet Drivers over-the-road
*DRIVERS
American has openings in Owner
Operators/fleet
Relocation. Specialized drivers&
looking
to
Truckload and Flatbed increase your profitability?
fleets Minimum 6 months Landstar Ligon offers more
0/ r experience Tractor miles and more money.
purchase available 800- Call toll free: 800-8288338.
348-2147 Dept KYs
HELP WANTED
*DRIVERS ALLIED Van
Lines has openings in elec- *WANT TO BE A NEWStronics and trade shows PAPER REPORTER? But
Class A CDL with 1 year don t have the training or
ott, r experience Tractor experience The Kentucky
Purchase available Call Press Association and
800-634-2200.
Dept newspapers
across
AKYS
Kentucky are offering a
Journalism
three-week
Boot Camp, Monday, July
GUARAN- 16 through Friday, August
*DRIVERS
TEED Home Time, full 3 The camp will be at
good
pay. Georgetown College with
berrfits.
Veteran drivers start at .32 classes Monday through
cpm for flatbed and 31cpm Friday Participants may
for van. Call SMX 800-247- live on campus or commute $995 for dorm room,
8040 www smxc.corn
OWNER all meals and three weeks
•DRIVERS:
OPERATORS NEEDED. of intensive journalism
Get on the road to a better training $595 for comfuture with CRST Two pay muters with breakfast and
packages available, fuel lunch on class days and
and tire discounts. single three weeks of training
source dispatch. 50-609' Contact the Kentucky
drop and hook, no forced Press Association, (502)
dispatch. ask about our 223-8821, for full details,
course agenda and appliLease Purchase Program
If you are an Owner cation
Operator Solo or Team,
great opportunities are
EVERYBODY'S
waiting for you at CAST
TALKING
ABOUT
Call Bob or Tony @
THE CLASSIFIEDS
800-553-2778 www.join•
crst corn
I found souvenirs to take
home The classifieds are a
highly-intelligent way
.DRIVERS-$2000 Sign-On
to shop
Bonus Flatbed or Dry Van
Up to 40 per mile Great
r
home time Family medical/dental Paid vacation
Roberson Transportation.
800-473-5581 EOE
•100 sot DRIVERS NEEDED NOW Exp d call 800958-2353 No experience?
No problem! 14 day CDLfinancing
Down
$0
Lifetime lob placement Call
today' 888-645-8505

Coast Guard to offer
boat safety checks

Statewide
Classifieds

*DRIVER: Driver training.
local Class A CDL training,
low tuition, we finance
everyone, company tuition
reimbursement, $30-$40K
a year to start, job assis*DRIVERS. Drivers Owner
tant, over the road/home
Operators.
Vans
&
every evening. 866-504Flatbeds. Mileage pay.
3065 or 812-246-0199.
loaded and empty 82 cpm.
*LEASE PURCHASE- 99 Loaded Flatbed-.95 cpm &
and newer trucks, no down F/S. Van-.82 cpm +F/S
payment, hometime 6-10 East Coast surcharge- 05
days low payments: 82c a cpm. Stop off pay. Tarp
mile, loaded or empty. M.S. pay-$25.00 to $40.00. Call
800-231-5209 Gene or Linda for more
Carriers
EOE
details L & N Transport*DRIVER-Midwest regional ation, Inc 800-632-4332.
jobs available! Home Louisville, KY
weekly. Fortune 500 cus- •DRIVERS-HOWARD
tomers, high weekly miles. TRANSPORTATION pays
industry-leading compen- up to 34c mile, empty or
OTR positions loaded, plus: pickup drop,
sation
available too! Call U.S. layover, tarp. minimum
Xpress today! 888-832- mileage guarantee, 401K,
6879
health, accident, life, den*DRIVERS. IMMEDIATE
openings available for temporary drivers in our Hook
and Haul fleet. Call North
American Van Lines, 800234-3112 6 months oltir
experience required.
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PEOPLE
*GARDEN
NEEDED to service stores
in the Bowling Green,
and
Elizabethtown
Paducah areas Part time
flexible hours, fun and
stress free FAX resume to
866-451-0405
*TRAIN
AND
WORK
HOME!
TO
CLOSE
Choose from one of 7 job
centers across the state
and receive free training
right here in Kentucky Job
Corps staff will help you
plan your career, find a
great job close to home
and earn more money
when you graduate Get
you GED or high school
diploma while living on a
Kentucky Job Corps center Residential and nonresidential programs available. Ages 16-24 Call 1866-JOBCORPS for more
information about a center
near you.
*FRIENDLY
TOYS
&
GIFTS has openings for
party plan advisors and
managers Home decor,
gifts, toys, Christmas. Earn
cash, trips, recognition.
Free catalog, information
800-488-4875.
•AVON-Looking for higher
income? More flexible
hours?
Independence?
AVON has what you re
looking for Let s talk. 888942-4053.

MISCELLANEOUS
*FREE $40 OF GROCERIES! Limited to first
100 calls. Tell friends and
family! 800-426-4397_
MONEY TO LEND
•AMERISTAR LENDINGHome loans fast! Bad credit OK! Local Kentucky
lender: refinance, consolidate bills, lower payments,
home improvement loans,
zero down purchase loans.
Hometown service_ Apply
free 800-795-4771

TOP NOTCH TALENT...Michael Eldridge, a Calloway County
High School Senior, recently competed in Cabinetmaking at the
State VICA Skills Olympics held in Louisville. Eldridge attends
Ky Tech-Murray/Calloway County Area Technology Center's
Carpentry program. He placed second in the State Skills Olympic.

Former state senator
announces candidacy

•AN AFFORDABLE AND
BEAUTIFUL WEDDING
CHAPEL in the Smoky
Mountains. Christian ceremony. pictures, video, flowers. $150, also providing
cabins. formal wear. Call
800-922-2052
CANDLE*ROMANTIC
WEDDINGS.
LIGHT
Ordained Ministers. elegantly decorated full service chapel. Photos, Videos,
Cabins.
Honeymoon
free.
night
Fourth
Gatlinburg. TN. wwyv.sugarlandweddings.corn. Eweddings@sugarmail
landweddings.com
*FLORIDA S NAVARRE &
WALTON BEACH.
FT
Uncrowded beaches near
Walton &
Destin, Ft
Pensacola attractions and
restaurants. Budget rates
on luxury beachfront condominiums. www.navarreresorts.corn 800-7876206
•PANAMA CITY BEACH
Sandpiper-Beacon Beach
Resort. From $49 (1-2p.m
Arrive Sun/Mon-Free night.
restric4/1/01-5/25/01,
tions). Pools, river ride,
suites, bar 800-488-8828.
ywww sandpiperbeacon corn

Everyone's talking
about the Ledger &
Times Classifieds'

car was sold so'
fast I thought I'd
get a ticket!'

sold the house and'
the furniture with lust
on
1"

41

day that he would join the race, and
Charles Smith, former chancellor of
the state Board of Regents and former state education commissioner.
The primary election is set for
Aug. 6, 2002, followed by a general
election in November. Term limits
prohibit Republican Gov. Don
Sundquist from running for a third
consecutive term.
U.S. Rep. Van Hilleary of Spring
City, plans to announce his candidacy this fall and is the likely Republican front-runner.
Home said he hopes to see a race
similar to 1986, when three strong
Democrats competed in the primary
Ned McWherter, Jane Eskind
and Richard Fulton — and
McWherter emerged to defeat former Gov. Winfield Dunn in the general election.
"I think a contested primary in
many ways can help the party. It
lets people see who we have."
Home Said. "The Republicans only
have one.

CLASSIFIEDS

753-1916}

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday. June 1,
2001:
If you use and show your creativity, you
will gain in all aspects of your life. See
others as different, rather than as adversaries. You are unusually successful and
ingenious with work. If you are single, a
relationship provides you with the opportunity to change your status. Romance
flows with caring and sensitivity. If you
are attached, a rewarding enterprise
bnngs you closer, and you'll see your
significant other transform right before
your very eyes. Have fun with LIBRA.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Whatever you do carries with
it a touch of magic. Make calls, initiate
conversations and allow what you desire
to happen_ Quit holding back right now,
and zoom in. A trip, whether near or far,
holds greater rewards than even you realize. Avoid office gossip. Tonight: Smile,
and the world is yours.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Step back, and you'll gain.
Taking an active role might hinder a project rather than helping it. Review financial commitments with an eye to revamping your budget. Much comes out affecting a relationship that you care a lot
about. Examine your ties to this person.
Tonight: Let someone treat you.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)

The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Have:
5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; ***** Rarely are you a pendulum
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult
swinging from one point of view to
another. But right now, you are doing just
ARIES(March 21-Apnl 191
that. Someone presents a strong argu***** Your research helps you gain ment for doing things one way. What
another perspective and firm up a proj- matters to you, ultimately, is your sucect. Your ability to communicate and dis- cess. Follow up on your highest pnority.
cover where others come from wins Tonight: Make the company your choice.
fnends and allies professionally. Let oth- CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
ers know that you are open to their input. **** Others come to you. You might
Tonight: Play the weekend in.
not be sure about what you need to do to
TAURUS(Apnl 20-May 20)
please a boss. or someone you respect
**** Carefully deal with someone
enormously. A discussion points you in
who holds the keys to a financial matter.
the right direction. You might not realize
You gam if you evaluate where this perwhat this person sees as your assets.
son comes from and try to understand his
Tonight: Could be late.
position. Remain confident The chips
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 181
will fall in your favor. Pace yourself.
***** Your mind might be already
Tonight: Run errands.
out the door for the weekend. Let your
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
body follow as soon as possible. Return
***** You're extremely playful
messages and clear out the clutter on
despite a testy associate, but you do
your desk. You will be unusually effecenjoy this person. Curb chatting and
tive with work that involves a touch of
socializing at work. Be efficient and
socializing. Seek out someone at a disclear out work quickly. Your mind slips
tance. Tonight: Opt for escape.
into weekend mode with ease. Whatever
ing series of episodes between two
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
you do pleases someone. Tonight: Make
***** Deal with others on a one-oncamps of neighborhood rivals.
the most of the moment.
one level, both professionally and perMaj. Robert M. Stanton, in CANCER (June 21-July 22)
sonally. You come from a point of secucharge of the Baltimore Police De- *** Basics count when dealing with rity. Consider your options carefully, as
partment's Criminal Investigations family and roommates. Your instincts tell no one is pushing you. A work-related
you which way to head with a work matDivision. said officers are scrutinizchange might be just what the doctor
ter. Discuss a change in work with all
ing every possibility and "to say concerned. Consider setting up a home ordered. Be sure this is what you want.
Tonight: Dinner for two.
we're looking at as many as six difoffice or perhaps spiffing up your workferent scenarios is not a lie."
place. Tonight: Happy at home.
BORN TODAY
Police believe two men sprayed LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
Actress Marilyn Monroe (1926), singer
bullets into the crowd of about 60 ***** Reach out for what you want. Alanis Monssette (1974), novelist
people. Early forensic tests on more A meeting or a key conversation pushes Colleen McCullough (1937)
••
•
than 46 bullets and shell casings you in the direction you want. Creativity'
and
high
energy
mix
well.
Express
yourfrom the scene showed that they
came from more than two guns. As self, and others follow along. Understand
many as six may have been fired, what a friend expects from you. Clarity
helps your relationship. Tonight: Out and
indicating some of the partygoers
about.
might have fired back at the assail- VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
ants.
**** Spending money to enhance
your public image and self-confidence
leads you in the nght direction. Bosses
(May,2001)
and those in charge notice your transforMcVeigh's execution, saying the mation, giving them another indicator of
Southern Farm Bureau Life's
death sentence should go ahead as what you are capable of doing. You mesh
Fixed Annuity
together both your personal and profesplanned on June I I.
sional lives. Tonight: Your treat.
This competitive interest rate is guaran-

Gunmen open fire
at Memorial Day party
BALTIMORE (AP) — Four of
the 12 people shot at a Memorial
Day block party held in honor of a
murder victim are listed by prosecutors as possible witnesses in the trial
of his accused killer.
One person was killed when
gunmen opened fire Monday at an
outdoor party, held in honor of
Keith "Bone- Hamlet.
Police said the shootings occurred after a series of clashes between associates of Hamlet and Tavon Dewayne Dixon, charged with
his killing.
But police on Wednesday would
not label the case an attempt to intimidate witnesses. They said there
were other possible motives, including simple retaliation in an cscalat-

Do you have a C.D.
or I.R.A. maturing?

6.00%

Execution delays continue
DENVER (AP) — Lawyers for
convicted Oklahoma City bomber
Ti-mothy McVeigh readied documents that would let them quickly
file for a delay of his execution
should he authorize such a thove.
McVeigh was expected to make
a decision Thursday after meeting
with two of his lawyers at the federal prison in Terre Haute. Ind.,
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teed for one year upon issue and is subject to change on policy anniversary dates
However, regardless of rate changes over
the years. Southern Farm Bureau Life
guarantees the rate will never decrease
below 30000 Since early surrender
charges apply, please call for details
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where he is being held. In Denver,
attorney Nathan Chambers said he
would be prepared to file documents seeking the delay if McVeigh
agrees.
Meanwhile, Attorney General
John Ashcroft reiterated his vow to
fight any further delay of

'cOt
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ments will receive a Vessel Safety
Check decal.
If replacement or additional
safety items are needed to successfully meet the requirements, they
can be purchased for a discount at
any BoatU.S. Marine center by
showing the VSC form.
If a boat is in the water, a Vessel Safety Check can be arranged
by appointment. For more information about the VSC program, contact the nearest BoatU.S. Marine
Center or go online to www.BoatUS.com to get a list of all participating stores.
For a preview of the safety requirements, visit the official Vessel
Safety Check web site at www.national-vsc-day.org.
BoatUS. also offers a free online
safety course taken by more than
150,000 boaters at BoatUS.com.
For a limited time, everyone completing the course will be automatically entered into a drawing for
various,prizes, including a JRC radio or inflatable life jackets.
With more than 530,000 members, BoatUS. is the world's largest
organization of recreational boater.

HOROSCOPE
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

NASHVILLE. Tenn.(AP) — A
day after U.S. Rep. Bob Clement
dropped out of the 2002 governor's
REAL ESTATE/REAL
race, former state Sen. Andy
ESTATE FOR SALE
Womack announced that he would
*LAKEFRONT LOG HOME run.
5+ ac/$89,900. Gorgeous
The Murfreesboro Democrat said
lakefront parcel w/new
in
January that he would tour the
2000 sq ft log cabin on
pristine 50,000 acre Lake state to decide whether his candiCumberland. Paved road dacy was viable. Womack said
access. Excellent financ- Wednesday he believes it is, even
ing. Call now, toll free! 866with wealthy businessman and for770-9311 ext. 515.
Nashville Mayor Phil Bredesen
mer
*LAKE
ACCESS
3
ad$24,900 free boat slip. in the race.
Views. In Tenn. Mtns.
"My 12 years of experience in
Terms: 800-704-3154 x
the state Senate has trained me to be
160.
effective at setting an agenda and
RESORTS RENTALS
seeing it through. I do nOt need a
briefing book or a course in state
•GET MARRIED! SMOKY
MOUNTAINS, areas most
government civics," Womack said.
beautiful chapels,
"If I were elected tomorrow. I am
ordained Ministers,
prepared to lead."
Complete Arrangements,
Other Democrats in the running
Honeymoon /Family
include Doug Horne, immediate
Cabins, Breathtaking
Views, Fireplaces.
past chairman of the Tennessee
Wedding Arrangements
Democratic Party, who said Tues800-893-7274. Vacation
Lodging 800-634-5814
smokyweddings.com

Special to the Ledger
Is your boat equipped for a sate
summer boating season'?
BoatU.S. and the U.S. Coast
Guard Auxiliary are making it easy
to find out by offering free boat
safety checks on Saturday. June 2
at most BoatUS. Marine centers
around the U.S.
For persons requiring life jackets, flares or other safety-related
items, they can purchase be purchased after the check is completed.
The Vessel Safety Check program is a joint effort of the
BoatU.S., U.S. Power Squadrons
and the U.S. Coast Guard Auxiliary
to verify the presence and operable
condition of certain safety equipment required by state and federal
regulations.
Trained, certified examiners will
also answer questions about safe
boating and local educational programs.
Most trailerable boats, which
can be brought to the participating
BoatUS. Marine centers, can be
checked in minutes. All boaters
will receive an evaluation form,
and boats that meet safety require-

Serving You For 40 Years

"Pre-Season Sale"

*$69.00 PER MONTH*
*ALL CREDIT ACCEPTED!
*NO MONEY DO WV!*NO PYMT. 'TIL SUMMER 2001!
CALL TODAY FOR A FREE ESTIMATE

1-888-670-3035
WEATHERMASTER PRODUCTS
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DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm a 42-year-old
woman with a stressful life. For several
years, I experienced migraine
headaches, insomnia, fibromyalgia, premenstrual syndrome and multiple food
allergies. My doctors tried everything
from an
to beta-blockers, to
no avail. Finally, in desperation, they gave
me thyroid supplements, vitamins and
herbs. I am now nearly free of symptoms.
However, the thyroid medication causes
a bounding heartbeat that is under control with vitamin B12 and calcium injections. Is this treatment off-the-wall?
DEAR READER Far be it from me to
criticize unorthodox therapy that
appears to be effective. However, I must
say that the use of thyroid supplements
in this situation is unusual. In addition,
the use of B12 and calcium to reduce
your "bounding heart beat" is distinctly
unconventional. If the thyroid medicine
is the cause of your heart problem —
and it could be if you have been prescribed too high a dosage — the amount
of drug should be reduced. A simple
blood test will quickly determine if you
are receiving excess thyroid hormone.
I won't comment on the issue of vitamins and herbs, except to plead for caution. Some vitamins (not B12, however),
if taken in high doses, will eventually
produce severe, toxic reactions. Also,
certain herbal remedies may contain
unacceptably high concentrations of prescription drugs, such as cortisone, that
are not listed on the labels.
While your treatment may not be "offthe-wall," I urge you to insist that your
doctors carefully monitor your health
while you are receiving this therapy.
To give you related information, I am
sending you a copy of my Health Report
''Headaches." Other readers who would
like a copy should send $2 plus a long,
self-addressed, stamped envelope to P.O.
Box 2017, Murray Hill Station, New York,
NY 10156. Be sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Is it harmful to
apply a deodorant/antiperspirant to
areas other than underarms, such as
under the breasts?
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DEAR ABBY

DEAR READER: You may safely
apply such a product to other body
areas. Remember, however, that people
are sometimes quite allergic to the compounds in deodorants, as well as to the
aluminum salts in antiperspirants. So,
before you apply the substance to a delicate location, make sure that the product does not cause a reaction in the
more standard areas.
DEAR DR GOTT: In view of the reports
showing high levels of aluminum in the
brains of Alzheimer's patients, should
we avoid using aluminum cookware?
DEAR READER There have been no
scientific studies linking the use of aluminum cookware to Alzheimer's disease, although some patients with this
affliction have been reported to have
excessive quantities of aluminum in
their brains. I have no proof that environmental aluminum causes brain disorders. Nevertheless, I do caution my
patients not to store or steep food, especially acidic edibles, in aluminum utensils. No one really knows whether the
chemical reaction between certain foods
and the mineral may cause the release
of tiny quantities of aluminum that
might be hazardous. I'm simply playing
it safe: Cook but don't store in aluminum.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I have a friend
whose 14-year-old son was recently diagnosed with Klippel-Trenaunay-Weber
syndrome. Apparently, the condition is
very rare and the doctors were more
excited about seeing a patient with it
than being helpful about the prognosis.
Can you help?
DEAR READER: This rare syndrome
is marked by enlargement of the bones
and soft tissues in an extremity, large
benign vascular tumors of the skin, and
varicose veins— all of which usually occur
in the legs. The cause is unknown and,
to my knowledge, there is no treatment.
As far as I can determine, the condition
is not a serious risk to health. I would
appreciate comments from super-specialists about this syndrome and, when I
receive them, I'll pass them on to you.

DEAR ABBY: The letter about a
loved one's ashes touched me personally. Please accept one more
letter on the subject.
Our 39-year-old son died a few
years ago. Most of his ashes are
buried in a veterans cemetery near
his father.
My daughter wanted some of his
ashes, and I have a little container
of them on my shelf, along with a
ceramic guardian angel.
We returned to our home state
and, like the other mom, I scattered
a few of his ashes on his beloved
grandmother's grave. Then we went
to the river where he loved to fish
as a youngster, and I dropped some
of the ashes along the river's edge.
Abby, I'll never forget how they
sparkled like diamonds as they settled to the bottom. We were amazed
at the sight.
I was a bit conflicted about dividing the ashes, but after reading
your columns and seeing those
"diamonds" from my son, I knew it
was OK. Thanks for letting me
express my thoughts.
HIS MOM IN LAS VEGAS
DEAR MOM: You're welcome.
I have received some terrific letters on the subject. If other grieving families can gain comfort
from your letter, it was worth the
space in my column. Read on:

LOOKING BACK

DEAR ABBY: When my beloved
wife died at a young age, I couldn't
bring myself to have her placed in a
box and dropped in a hole. We were
truly free spirits. Our love developed while sky-diving. We were
married in a hot-air balloon. She
went on to receive her own pilot's
license to fly balloons, and then
broke a world's record.
Less than a year later, she died
— not from parachuting or ballooning, but from cancer.
I had her cremated and watched
the process, for it was best for closure. Her ashes were divided in two
— one half released in front of our
home off Marina Del Rey. The other
half was released from her balloon
in the high desert where she broke
the record. Whenever I see the
desert or the ocean, I see her, and
she is smiling.
GEORGE E.,
CARMEL BY THE SEA
DEAR GEORGE E.: Pm sure
she's smiling because you did
exactly what she wanted.Read on:
DEAR ABBY: When I read the
letter about the widower who wore
his wife's ashes in a vial around his
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has completed basic training at

Lackland Air Force Base, Texas.-He
has been assigned to Chanute AFB,
Illinois for training in fuel services.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Miller, May 27;
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Michael
Bowman and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Dan Poyner, May 28.
Forty years ago
L.D. Miller of Murray was
elected as chairman of the board of
directors of East Fork of Clarks
River Watershed Conservancy District.
Capt. Solon G. Bucy, retiring after 20 years of active duty with the
U.S. Air Force, received the Air
Force Commendation medal prior
to his departure from the 7th Air Division Headquarters in High Wycome, Wyo.
Mrs. Donnie Foust, Mrs. Eugene
Russell and Mrs. Josiah Darnall,
Murray kindergarten teachers, attended the 12th annual conference
of Southern Association on Children Under Six at Lexington.
Fifty years ago
Cherokee State Park opened on
Kentucky Lake at Aurora on May
30.
Pfc. Ted Barnett and Pfc. Rupert
Parks Jr., both of Murray, are serving in the Air Force at Emporia,
Kan. They are both taking a three
months clerk-typist course at Kansas State Teachers College there. Miss Alice Waters discussed her
travels while serving as a foreign
missionary in Siberia at a meeting
of the Murray Magazine Club at the
home of Mrs. Rainey T. Wells.

The Imperfect Endplay

A DAY...
36S DAYS A
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Ten years ago
Published are pictures of "Victims" littering the scene of an
imaginary bus crash behind Murray
State University Roy Stewart Stadium while state emergency disaster
evaluation teams observed local
ambulance and MSU Racer patrol
officers in action during an emergency disaster drill May 30.
Births reported include twin boys
to George Richard and Nancy Stanford Jr., May 15; a girl to Christa
and Dusty Holder, May 23; a girl to
Kelly and Laura Crouse and a girl
to Wayne and Becky Crabtree, May
24; a boy to Charles and Kelly Palmer and a boy to William and
Deanna Salyers, May 25; a boy to
Jennifer and James Burnett, May
26.
Twenty years ago
Published are pictures from the
Kentucky Youth Cow Camp held at
West Kentucky Exposition Center.
Over 110 young people from 13
counties participated in the activities.
Kaye Peebles and Nita Baugh,
program director at Calloway
County Public Library, will conduct
a photography workshop at the new
library arts annex starting June 8.
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Ray were
married for 50 years May 30.
Thirty years ago
Dr. Karl F. Hussung, professor
of chemistry, was selected as the
eighth faculty member to receive
the coveted distinguished professor
award of the Murray State University Alumni Association.
Airman Karl J. Zimmerman, son

neck while making love to his
subsequent ladyfriend, my response
was, "I wish I could be married to a
man that devoted to me."
My female co-worker's response:
DEAR ABBY: Driving was my "At that age, she should be glad
father's greatest joy and source of she's getting sex. She should ignore
pride. He founded, chaired and the vial!"
DEVOTED READER,
belonged to several local sports car
ALTOONA,PA.
clubs.
to
death
was
His wish upon his
DEAR DEVOTED: Funn-eel
donate every usable organ, includ- How little your co-worker
ing his brain, to Parkinson's disease knows about mature women —
research, then to be cremated.
I wonder if she'll still feel that
His sister (my aunt) asked to way when she's a little older.
bury his ashes on their parents'
of Mr. and Mrs. Louis Zimmerman.
gravesite. Although I knew this
would not be his preference, I
agreed in order to bring her some
CONTRACT BRIDGE
comfort. But first, I spread a few of
Assn.
Newspaper
Enterprise
Copyright 2001,
his ashes near every exotic and
sports car dealership — Ferrari,
Mercedes-Benz, Alfa-Romeo, etc. —
DR. GOTT
in our area. I also keep a small vial
contend with an unfavorable lie of
of his ashes in my glove compart- South dealer.
driver
the
nowhere
near
ment.
I'm
the cards. After he takes the king
vulnerable.
East-West
PETER
he was, but at least he's still spendofspades with the ace, he plays the
NORTH
GOTT, M.D.
ing a fair amount oftime on the road.
K-Q oftrumps,hoping to find them
J2
HUB WHEELMAN'S
divided 2-2. In that case, he would
VKQJ
DAUGHTER
next cash the A-K ofdiamonds and
•K 104
a diamond before putting West
ruff
+
87532
DEAR DAUGHTER: From
with a spade to force a
lead
on
EAST
WEST
your description of your father,
return.
losing
+9764
10
8
3
he was also a driving force 4 K Q
When East turns up with three
873
V4
while he was alive. Read on:
trumps instead of two, declarer
•J 9 8 5
•Q 7 3 2
remains unfazed, as this develop+J10
4A Q 9
C:71 INA I
ment provides no reason for him to
SOUTH
alter his initial plan. He simply
+A5
stops drawing trumps for the mo'IVA 10 9 6 5 2
ment,cashes the A-K of diamonds
A
6
•
mucr WAS
NO'WAIT! WAIT' NO,I'M NOT
ruffs a diamond, as originally
and
4
6
K
THAT YOU
READY YET
planned, and then exits with a
wE2E DOING L.
The bidding:
BACK THERE
THE
North East spade, also as originally planned.
South West
DENTIST
IN THE WAITING
West unhappily finds himself
Pass
2
1+
1V
ROOM"
WILL SEE
on lead and must hand South the
4'!
Pass
3'!
YOU NOW,
contract. If he returns a spade or a
Opening lead — king ofspades.
MR BUMSTEAD
A declarer who tries on every diamond, declarer ruffs with
deal to reduce or eliminate the dummy's jack oftrumps while disof luck does not always posing of one of the club losers
element
)t—itiC
U
find the adverse cards distributed from his hand. And if West returns
exactly the way he'd like them to a club instead, he makes declarer's
king a trick.
be.
This method of play — where
For example, take this case
executes an endplay while
declarer
and
where South is in four hearts
West leads the king of spades. one opponent still possesses one or
Declarer sees at once that he might more trumps — is called a partial
THE 3(0-PACK
lose a spade and three clubs and go elimination. Insofar as the outdown one if West has the ace of come of the deal is concerned,
clubs. To deal with this possibility, though, it is just as effective as a
500 CRUNCHES
declarer starts thinking of how to total elimination play.

TO ACHIEVE
THE
CLASSIC /rIALE
PHYSIQUE:

11.173:11.,

THAT, OR
THEY INSPECTED
MY TUNA MELT? THE COOK'S
WEAR INC,
A NEW
SHIRT
sr,
nit
•
sit

2

letter
40 Explosive
42 Musical
composition
44 — case
45 Guido s high
note
47 TV antenna
type
48 Malady
52 Flora and
fauna
55 Day before
holiday
56 Refrigerate
58 Car
assemblers
assn
59 Edge
60 ndian tent
61 The sun

nine-tenths of 1 percent.
One year ago: President Clinton,
visiting Portugal. tried to calm fears
of a nuclear arms race that would
leave Europe vulnerable by promising to share any new missile defense technology with U.S. allies.
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$25.00
$50.00
$10.00
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2 Fashion
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3 mo.
6 mo.
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election for prime minister, defeating incumbent Shimon Peres by

I4

13

12

441
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By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, May 31, the
151st day of 2001. There are 214
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On May 31, 1819, poet Walt
Whitman was born in West Hill.
N.Y.
On this date:
In 1889, more than 2.000 people
perished when a dam break sent water rushing through Johnstown, Pa.
In 1910, the Union of South Africa was founded.
In 1913, the 17th amendment to
the Constitution, providing for the
popular election of U.S. senators,
was declared in effect.
In 1962. World War II Gestapo
official Adolf Eichmann was
hanged in Israel for his role in the
Nazi Holocaust.
In 1970, tens of thousands of
people died in an earthquake in
Peru.
In 1976, Martha Mitchell, the estranged wife of former Attorney
General John N. Mitchell. died in
New York.
In 1977, the trans-Alaska oil
pipeline, three years in the making.
was.completed.
Five years ago: Benjamin Netanyahu claimed victory in Israel's

Answer to Previous Puzzle

DOWN

4

3

15

TODAY IN HISTORY

informal

1 Birds — —
feather
4 Consume
totally
(2 wds.)
9 — — fault
(overmuch)
12 Damage
13 Foolish
14 Yale student
15 Make
suitable
17 "— in the
Stream"
19 Garlands
21 — Kippur
22 Russian
satellite
25 Removes
feeling from
29 Roman 101
30 More painful
32 Scarce
33 Overhead
rails
35 Location
37 Parcel of
land
38 Small,
1
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28

10 Ancient
11 Three-toed
sloths
16 Caresses
18 River in Asia
20 Fathered
22 View
23 — light
24 African land
26 Fiendish
27 Bouillon
28 Sailing vessel
31 Inferior in
size
34 Alphabet
sequence
36 Fit for food
39 Paradise
41 The three
wise men
43 Choose
46 1975
Wimbledon
champion
48 Comparative
ending
49 Roman 56
50 Astronaut's
ferry
51 Dnnk slowly
53 Chinese
philosophy
54 Shoemaker's
tool
57 French article
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20b1 JUNE CLOSE-OUT

$i
oos
All New Cars

103.7 FM

"
-S
Live Remote 6/2/01 1141
Noon-3 p.m.

Over Invoice
la

es Spdillac

co-17z— ec.f-Fiffs4ftram

002 Models

BRANDON AO r WORLD'

•
;1
11IN

1300 N. 121 BYPASS (NEXT TO LOWE'S) MURRAY, KY
/

•

LARtGER THAN EVER"BLOWOUT"SAVINGSIN JUNE
Bill Blackburn
General Manager

DO NOT MISS THIS MONTH LONG CLOSEOUTSALE"SAVE DIG IN JUNE" Ar .1
I Iff

All New
2002 Bravada

"Economical"
2001 Buick Centur
Stk #B1044
Was $21,610.00

COME SEE IT TODAY!

NOW

"Exciting"
2001 Pontiac Grand Prix
Stk #P1037
Was $23,635.00

OVER INVOICE
- REBATE

NOW
iN ER INVOICE
- REBATE

NOW
"Sleek & Sporty"
2001 Pontiac Grand Am
Stk #P1006
Was $20,185.00
OVER INVOICE
- REBATE
2001 Buick
LeSabres

exedous
Pi-feed
,ce ctiov,/
A.-4;9,5V

$2,000
-Luxury's Best"
2001 Cadillac Deville
Stk #C1016
Was $42,450.00

"Great Familt
2001 Buick LeSabre
Stk #BI052

NtEXA

Ott
OVER INVOICE
- REBATE

NOW $39,499.00*

*REBATES INCLUDED —

T.T.L

"1st Car"
2001 Pontiac Sunfire
Stk #P1005
"Sunroof"

NOW

Rebate

it
tif

Ends Today 5/31/01
Don t Miss Out!

OVER INVOICE
- REBATE

EXTRA

PROGRAM AND PRE-OWNED BARGAINS

1997 Toyota Camry LE
*Sunroof.Spoiler. Gold Package,
Stk #X1087
PRICED TO MOVE TODAY $12,888*

2000 Ford Explorer
0 27,000 miles. Loaded, XLT 4x4.
Stk #X1085

2000 Lincoln Town Car Signature Series
"Great Car" 22.000 miles. Fully
Loaded. Stk #CI014A
DON'T MISS THIS 1

1990 Lincoln Conttinental
"Only 62,000 miles" Sunroof.
Stk #XI079B

$27,990

VERY NICE CAR ONLY

2000 Jeep Grand Cherokee Laredo
4x4, Leather, Loaded, Stk #X1086

1994 Astro Cony. Van
Great Van. Vacation Fun
Stk #PI035A

SAVE BIG TODAY AT

, A SUV FOR ONLY $19,999

$4,444

$6,999.00

$22,999

1992 Chev. Camaro
25th Anniversary, Real Clean
Stk B005IB

1996 Buick Century
PW,PL, Cruise, 63,000 Miles
Stk #X1047B

CALL ON THIS TODAY

ONLY $7,899.00

1994 Dodge Caravan
•'What A Van". 61,000 miles,
Stk #B I026A
1 OWNER - VERY NICE AT
ONLY $6,888

1992 Cadillac Deville
Real Sharp
Stk #X013IB

SAVE NOW $6,989-00

Over 85 Years Selling Experience
2- 2001 DeVilles Program
11,000 Miles, Clean
Stk #X1068 and X1069

1994 Lumina AP%
A Family Van. Lots of- Room
Stk #X0094A

GREAT DEAL $3,1499:00
VEN BETTER AT $3,333.00

11
Tripp Purdom

270-753-5315

Jim Sinter

SPECIAL $335999:00
Janice Asbridge

Wes Mapes

Gary Ke

Patricia Jones

DISCOUNTED TO $32,999

TOVAV.
, 800451-5315

OAVZ
--"woommis

HOURS: MON.-FRI.8 A.M.-7 RM.• SAT. 8 A.M.-5 RM.
Alr

4

•

